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Fret not, real-news fans! Actual, not-made-up news inside! See Page 3

FIOrida Cen

Spleen

Big Foot stalks UCF campus, lookin'for ~ove!
by REX HOGGARD
News editor

Students and faculty were terrified Monday when the legendary
beast "'Big Foot" was spotte<i on
campus. Eye witness accounts described the animal emerging from
the Administration building, running across the green and quickly
disappearing into the arboretum.
Jennifer Opul, a junior majoring in criminal psychology, was
directly in the path of the animal.
"I was terrified, I thought I was
a goner for sure. The smell was so
vile- Oh god, I can still smell it,"
Opul said.
Other accounts reportedly had
the creature yelling obscenities at
students and smacking faculty
members in the back of the head.
Oddly enough for DerfReldef,
a biology teacher, this was not the
first time he had come across the
creature.
··1 was living in a trailer park in
Selma, Alabama last time. A tornado had just destroyed half the
homes when out of the blue their it
was-standing in the middle of all
the debris-a skunk ape."
The legendary creature has
many names, which vary in different parts of the country. In the south,
specifically Florida, the animal is
referred to as a "skunk ape."
Unconfirmed reports stated that
the skunk ape emerged from UCF

President John Hitt' s office, directly
following the announcement of the
1994-95 State University System
Budget.
The SUS budget, which was cut
by 30 percent, came as quite a surprise for administrators who were
expecting an increase in higher education funding, "I can't believe. Tallahassee lied to us. They said we
would get more," mumbled an incoherent administrator,· reeking of
cheap beer, late Monday night as he
jumped from the roof of the Administration building.
Speculation concerning the possibility the two incidents were re- .
lated was discussed. A top-level
administration official who demanded to remain anonymous saict':
·'I don't want to start a nasty rumor
or anything hut John [Hitt] has not
heen sighted since the skunk ape
incident."
Other eyewitness~ also noticed
the resemblance between the missing university president and the
skunk ape.
An exclusive photo, taken by
The Florida Central Spleen, voted
-the number one newspaper in the
nation eight years running, and
which has a remarkably good-looking editor, whe~ enhanced, showed
a remarkable resemblance to Hitt.
As the beast ripped into the
woods with a six-pack of Schlitz in
hand, witnesses said it yelled, "Save
the Arboretum!"
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Busted! Marlin caught
0 SGA President Chris Marlin
charged with embezzleing $2.6
million from A & S Fee.
by JENNIFER LUPO
Staff writer

CarnpuspolicearrestedStudentBodyPresident Chris Marlin at his home in Orlando Saturday after allegations of embezzlement.
The police began investigating Marlin after
a complaint from comptroller Damon Mason.
Mason first noticed money missing during Fall
semesterandbroughtittotheattentionofMarlin.
"I told Chris because I figured he should
know, I never thought he could possibly be the
one taking the money," Mason said.
The police found the money stuffed in the
~ofMarlin's bed and in three suitcases in
his closet Marlin denies any knowledge of the

money.
'1 was set up, it's all a scam," Marlin said.
The police are looking into other members

• •

WORLD EXCLUSIVE PHOTO/Mike DeHoog

Leg~ndary beast or top UCF off1c1al? The creature has been observered on campus.

of student government
to find any partners in
crime.
"He always seemed
like such an honest guy,"
JoeJustin Vice-President
of Student Government
said. "We always talked
about how we would be
set if we took the
money-no student
loans, new cars, the future would be ours but I never really thought he
would take the money and the bastard didn't
even include me."
The activity and service fee is collected each
semester and is tacked on to each students'
tuition. This year the activity and service fee
totaled$2.6millionbutthepoliceonlyrecovered
$1 million from Marlin's house.
To recover the remaining money, the eight
dozen Mexican women Marlin bought with the
stolen ccNl will be auctioned off this Friday.

Merritt goes on rampage, kills six
by TED CEDROS ·
Staff wirter ·
In an eruption of automatic weapon
fire, defeated SG presidential candidate
Ferris Merritt and a handful of gunmen
invaded the second floorof the UCF Brevard
lifelong Learning Center. Student government employees and students were busy
watching Geraldo in the Student Lounge
when the gunmen burst in shooting.
Chants of, "Throw off the chains of
oppression" and "Eat lead, Yuppie scum!"
were punctuated with three bursts from the
assailants' assault weapons.
Quickly drawing her own weapon, SG
employee Kristie Balado managed to shoot
one of the attackers and break for the hallway. From here on the eyewitness accounts
are confused. Some witnesses say that
Balado used SG Coordinator Patty Gettel
as a human shield while em t in the cli

of her 9mm pistol at the invaders. In any
case Balado and Gettel were the only 2
people to get away during the initial confusion.
While Merritt and his co-conspirators
were surprised by the violent reaction of
Balado, they quickly regrouped and secured the rest of the floor. From his command post, Merritt called the press and
issued a series of proclamations. Merritt
declared the Brevard Campus an autonomous facility, breaking all ties with main
campus. He also called for international
recognition, and promised free elections
after an initial cooling off period.
Using flash grenades, tear gas, and hand
held rockets, the senator and her hand picked
team fought their way up the stairs. The
assault lasted less than three minutes and
left six dead and 14 wounded, including
both Merritt and the senator.
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Dave steps in gu.., and writes a hysterical column about it!!!
Do you know what I hate?!? I hate it when you step in
gum! Don't you just hate that?!? Boy, I sure do.
Just the other day, I was walking down the street
thinking about how much I hate television commercials
when, wouldn't you know it, I wasn't paying attention to
where I was walking when, all of a sudden (I'm not making
this up), I stepped in gum.
At first, I didn't realize that I did it, until I noticed a
long pink string going for about (I'm not making this up)
nine blocks. People were pointing and laughing and (I'm not
making this up), I felt really embarassed.
So then I did what we all do in these situations. I took
a stick and I tried to remove it that way, but noooooo, as you
well know, that NEVER WORKS!!!! I hate that!
So then (I'm not making this up), I did the second thing
that all of us do in these situations. I went to the curb and I
rubbed, and I rubbed, and I rubbed some more against the
curb, but noooooooo, as you well know, that NEVER
WORKS!!! I hate that.
Well then, as all of you know how annoying it is to
step in gum, I was left with only one course of action.
(I'm not makin this u ). I went behind some bushes
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and used my hands! I hate that! Yourhandsgetall sticky and
then my kids wanted to know why my hands smelled like
Wrigley's! (I'm not making this up) I hate that!
I thought I was the only one that this had ever
happened to until Robert Nolen from Kickapoo, Illinois
sent me an article that recently appeared in The Peoria
Journal Star.

It seems that a woman by the name of Martha
Biederbeck was walking down the street, when, wouldn't
you know it, she (I'm not making this up) stepped in gum (I
hate that!). Like me, she tried to play it off legit. She didn't
realize what she had done until (I'm not making this up )her
fellow· Peorians started pointing and laughing at her. She
hated that!
At first, she did what we all do in these situations. She
took a stick and tried to remove the gum that way, but
11 k
THAT
NEVER WORKS' Sh
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hates that!
So then (l'TJl not making this up), she did the second
thing that all of us do in these situations. She went to the
nearest curb and she rubbed, and she rubbed, and she rubbed
some more against th curb, but NOOOOOOO, as you we11
know, THAT NEVER WORKS!!!
So she went behind some bushes, and she had to
remove the gum in the only way humanly possible.
That's right (I'm not making this up), she had to
remove the gum with her bare hands. She hated that!
So she wrote a Letter to the Editor of the Journal Star,
in which she asked, "If we can put a man on the moon, how
come we can't get gum off our shoes in a quick and easy
fashion?"
It's a problem that is plaguing people from Peoria to
Pakistan, but I, the wacky zany madcap Dave Barrie, intend
to get to the bottom of it. Won'tyou helpme?Please send me
your solutions to gum removal, and together, we can milk
this stupid premise for at least one more column.
By the way, I didn't make any of this up.
Really, I didn't.
y
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Thank you.

WUCFRocks

I jusr want to say that I read The Central Florida
Future, and I also listen to WUCF, and I think that
WUCF rocks and the paper is full of sh-.
Thank you.
Dave Whitcomb
LIBERAL STUDIES
The Future is full of sh-

I just want to say .that the Future is full of sh-:
WUCF rocks . After reading your sorry excuse for a
newspaper, and after listening to that hott rockin '
WUCF, I came to that aforementioned conclusion.
Thank you.

Bill Mc Farlane

ANTROPOLOGY
WUCF: It rocks. The Future: Full of sh-

·Dude! rm rolling right now (I'm so fu-ed up!)! I'm
really happy, and I love everyone . .. well , everyone
except you a-s-o-e- at the Future who keep making fun
ofWUCF.
I just wanted to say that well ... you shouldn't hate
WUCF because like, it, you know, rocks! Dude! I also
just wanted to say that, well. .. the Future is full of, like.
well, you know, sh-.Dude! I'm rolling right now (I'm so
fu-ed up!)!
Thank you.
A WUCF Fan who thinks the Future is full of .. sh-"

•

•

Andy-Bob Nolen

MUSIC
WUCF rocks and the Future is full of sh~

I don't claim to know much, but I do know this:
WUCF rocks and the Future is full of sh-.

I love the Sherilyns

I love the Shcrilyns so

mu~h

it hurts.

•
Chad Deckard
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HOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOH! !!!
STOP IT!!!!PLEASE!!!! STOP IT!!!!! OH MERCY
ME!!!!JUSTSTOPIT!!!!ISWEARTOGODI'MGONNA
DIE LAUGHING!!! HAHAHAHA!!! STOP IT!!
MERCY!!!! UNCLE!!!!!!!UNCLE!!!!!!!UNCLE!!!!
MY SIDES!!!! THEY'RE SPLITTING!!!! STOP IT!!!!!!!
I CAN'T BREATHE!!! I'M CRYING!!!! THIS IS SO
ZANY AND MADCAP!!!!! IT'S JUST SO NUTTY!!!!
I'M CRYING!!!! THERE ARE TEARS ROLLINS} DOWN
MY ,FACE!!!. I CAN'T TAKE IT ANYMORE!!! STOP
IT!!!!
STOP THIS APRIL FOOL'S DAY SHENANIGANS!!!!
PLEASE!!! I BESEECH THEE!!! STOP IT!!! MERCY!
UNCLE!!!
OH LORD!!! (gasp!). OH SWEET JESUS!!! (gasp!)

OH GOOD GOD IN HEAVEN ABOVE!!! (gasp!) (gasp!)
(gasp!) I LOVE APRIL FOOL'S DAY!!! IT'S SO FUNNY!
Wow! (gasp!) Forgive me! I've just heen reading the
Florida Central Spleen! You see, what they do (ha ha!), they
(ha ha ha!) .. .they ... they make up something ... and they act
like it's all serious, but then (ha ha ha!) ... hut then ... (hee hee
hee!) but then .... (ho ho ho!) right when you start to believe
it they say "April Fools!" and you think it's true until they say
that but it isn't and boy do you look so (ha hee
ho!) ... so ... (hahahahahahahahah !) ... so
(heeheeheeheehee !) so very STUPID!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HAHAHAHAHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA

HAHAHAHA
HEEHEEHEEHEEHEEHEEHEEHEEHEEHEEHAHAHA
HOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHO
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WHAAAAAAAAAAAAAHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
YOU .... (gasp!) CAN ....(gasp!) ... ..STOP... (gasp!) ..
READING .....(gasp!) .... NOW .... HAHAHAHAHAHAHA
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College summer budget in jeopardy
by REX HOGGARD
News editor

Students.. considering attending
summer classes have had more than
their share to complain about.
"It's so hard to get the classes
you want. There just is not very
much offered during the summer
term," said Katia Delballe, a freshman majoring in communication.
Delballe' s fate is common at
UCF, and with the recent reinstatement of. the requirement that students take nine summer credit hours
to graduate, more students will be
_forced to take summer classes.
These .factors all have been aggravated by rumors that the summer
budget will be cut by as much as 30
percent. "I heard there was some
sort of cut but I don't know to which
department or how much will be
cut. I think they are in the Arts and
Sciences Departments," said David

J:?ees, Enrollment and Academic'
Services counselor. The rumors, according to Dr.
Edward Neighbor ofUCF' s administration and finance office, are not
accurate.
"There has not been a budget

Kathryn Seidel. "We have placed
10 percent of the summer courses
on hold until we know if extrafunds
will be approved."
The extra funds Seidel referred
to will come from central administration. "We submitted a request
last week for more funding so we

''

No classes have been cancelled yet. We have
placed 10 percent of the summer courses on hold
until we know if extra.funds will be approved.
-Dr. Kathryn Seidel
associate dean, College of Arts and Science
cut," Neighbor said. "Each department is allocated funds for arr entire
year and are instructed to set enough
funds aside for the summer term."
The college of Arts and Sciences, however, was in danger of
cancelling some of its summer
classes.
"No classes have been cancelled,
yet," said Associate Dean Dr.

would not have to cut any summer
classes."
When asked how this would affect the reimplementation of the
summer class requirements, Seidel
said: "It will effect the students if we
were to cut required courses; however, we try very hard not to cut
See BUDGET, page 8

UCF electric car wins annual race
The converted '85 Lynx was made by engineering students by JESSICA KARP
Staff writer

•

•

•

•

What do video cameras, laptop
computers, and the UCF Electric
Knight have in common? They all
operate from batteries which can be
recharged out of a standard electrical
socket.
·
While it id not uncommon to
recharge a camera or computer battery, the Electric Night goes against
the norm. The 1985 Mercury Lynx
was converted from diesel to electrical power by group of UCF students
last year. And this past weekend; the
Electric Knight was all charge.cl up for
the Third Annual SunDay Challenge,
an alternative energy vehicle rally
sponsored by the Florida Solar Energy Center.
The event showcased a variety of
solar. electric, and alternatively pow~
erect vehicles which competed in both
short and long distance events. The
highlight of the weekend was a 70mile, cross-country rally that began at
Universal Studios and ended at the
Seafood Festival in Cocoa Beach.
A team ofUCF students was in on
the action,driving their Electric Knight
to a first place finish. Team members
included Chris Bradford, Ben Staat,
John Thompson,DebraKemnitz,Anh
Pham, and Frank Vanhoof. Garrett
Beauregard was behind the wheel for
the 113-minute drive, which marked
the car's second consecutive victory.
The Electric Knight also brought home
top honors and a $2000 purse at the
Clean Air Grand Prix last year in
Atlanta.

a

Beauregard, a member ofthe UCF
S9Ciety ofAutomoti veEngineers, was
one of a group of students who spent
four months converting the car.
Originally powered by diesel fuel,
the Electric Knight now runs on 20
six-volt batteries which power a DC
electric motor. It charges in a few
hours from a standard 1I 0-volt household current and travels over 1OOmiles
per charge. Although drivers were
required to obey all speed limits for
Sunday's race, the Electric Knight has
atopspeedofabout80milesperhour.

DeHoog/Future

Debra Kemniz and Chris Bradford, both ·e ngineering majors,
prepare UCF's electric car for Saturday's race.

ew Disney film, "The Lion King~' reviewed -R5

•

Even though thereareafewalternative energy vehicles on the market
now, local filling stations need not
worry yet. The cars work best only
for short distance trips. According
to Beauregard, "The future hinges
on battery technology."
"When l'J!l driving down 1-4,
my car's gas light can .send me into
a panic until I reach the nearest gas
station," Beauregard said. "Maybe
someday in the future I'll have a
light to tell me its time to plug into
the nearest electrical outlet."

What's the best cheep beer? - t 2

Abortio·n experts square off
during final lecture in series
by ANDI JOHNSON
Staff writer

The last, and perhaps most
controversial, program of the Distinguished Lecture Series was held
March 25 at 8 p.m. in the Student
Center Auditorium. The program
featured an often intense debate
between Phyllis Schlafly and Sarah Weddington over the ethics of
the 1973 Supreme Court case Roe
vs. Wade,.
Schlafly has been named
one of the IO most admired women
in the world for the past nine years
by Good Housekeeping magazine. Weddington, at age 26, was
the winning lawyer in the landmark case Roe v. Wade , which
legalized abortion.
Weddington briefly related
her experience with Roe vs. Wade.
She discussed three main issues:
1. "Is pregnancy fundamental? Nothing effects a woman's
life as the number and space between children."
2. "Is there a right of privacy? For women not to make
decisions about reproduction
would limit her liberty. "
_ 3. "Can the state prove a
compelling reason to stop abortion?" (She added, "We celebrate

News
Classified
Opinion
Features
Sports

birthdays, not contraception
days.")
"The· census doesn't coun
pregnant women twice,'
Weddington said. "No tax deduction exists for the first nin~month
of pregnancy, but there is a tax
deduction for the first year [afte
birth]."
She said she
abortion is "a choiceltrat [colleg
students] must defend."
Schlafly opened ·with:
"Clinton said that abortion shoul
be safe, legal, and rare. But, abor
tion isn't.
"The majority of American
people know that abortion i
wrong. Abortion is not abou
when life begins - it is abou
when life ends. In the first trimester one can c~unt the fingers an
toes and can see the baby growing in the womb. Every abortion
stops a beating heart. Roe vs.
Wade invented trimesters. It's
fictitious! The baby is growine
steadily day-by-day. It pops ou
seven months early and low an
behold, it's a baby!
"A fetus can't be a part o
woman's body if it's male~ It is
unique individual human life.
See LECTURE, page 4

3-10
11
12-14
15-21
22-26

LecUe series teaaes abortion debate I
LECTURE, from page 1

"When theDNAofthefather
unites with the DNA of the mother,
that's when you started. All characteristics are there from the beginning."

in the history of the Supreme
Court. Your creator is not seven
men on the Supreme Court."
Reaction to the debate was
positive.
"It was very good; I like it a
lot," said UCF student Robert
Voor. "I'm encouraged that UCF

said that when the sperm and egg
join, it is a human life, doesn't make
it so. The clump of cells is no bigger
than a thumb nail," Weddington
continued.
"It's not the government's
choice or a stranger's choice, it is
the choice of the mother."

•

. 677-7988
Universitv Mobil
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Corner of University & Goldenrod
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The right to choose is a lie, because
babies never choose to die.
-Schlafly

•

''

Illegal abortion was why millions of
women were hurt.
-Weddington

Weddington
Schlafly rebutted, "One mil- will bring this out in the open. I
Schlafly;tfhen gave a graphic
description of the newest abortion lion and a half times a year is not didn't think that they would have
method. "TheDNXmethodofabor- 'rare.' 160,000 late term abortions such a debate; It's a hot topic."
Debby Voor added, "The
tion is performed in the second and are performed.
"Man-made decisions format was very well set up."
third, so called, trimester."
"It was very entertaining,"
"Each person gets our own should not give you the right to
liberty and rights. The government take life. The question is: Are you UCF student · Joey Coker said.
"Intelligence always wins."
protects people from killing people." going to kill?
UCFNational Organization
"There is no reason to think
Schlafly compared abortion
with the .issue of slavery during the a parent would be less compas- of Women member Melissa
mid 1800s. "Slavery was a great · sionate than a salesperson at an Mellon said: "We are very fortumoral, social problem of our time.. abortion clinic. They don't care . nate to have this [debate. The
. . Stephen Douglas [in a debate about the girl; they just want to speakers] articulated their ideas
against Abraham Lincoln concern- sell her an abortion. There may be very well."
Edward Deaguiler thought
ing slavery] was for choice. He the same amount of women who
wanted to let the government stand were hurt by legal abortions than the debate was "greatly organized ... I was impressed with both
aside and let the people make a by illegal abortions."
"Antibiotics, not Roe vs. women ·."
choice. He wasn't for sl!ivery .... "
"[The debate] was excelSchlafly ended with, "The Wade, made abortions safer. Aborright to choose is a lie because ba- tions are for contraceptive pur- lent," said DeDe Cochran, a UCF
poses, not medical purposes. You student and instructor at Valencia
bies never choose to die."
In rebuttal, Weddington said, have the right to choose before Community College "It was great
"Illegal abortion was why millions you get yourself pregnant."
that we had the chance to see such
Weddington said, "Some famous personalities, and Schlafly
of women were hurt. In hospitals,
60beds were devoted solely to abor- people use contraception and they has the better argument."
"A lot of good points were
tion surgery victims. Illegal abor- fail - so many people are unedution caused a lot more human trag- cated and have lots of misinfor- made. Schlatly had a couple of
ination. Some see a child and act good things to say,'.' UCF student
edy.
"It is sad that we haven't accordingly, some see a woman · Lori Grazion said as she laughed.
Dawn Pares was "glad to
learned to prevent pregnancies. But, or man and their hopes and dewe don't want to treat the women as sires .... Either way they should. see that so many people showed
up. I wasn'texpecting it. I got a lot
invisible - as just a carrying case. be allowed to make a decision."
To conclude, Schlafly said: out of it. I think that Sarah
Otherwise, there is no care for her as
a victim of rape or incest. She still "Thequestionis:Areyougoingto Weddington is an incredible
deserves the choice for herself.
have a live baby or a dead baby?
See LECTURE, page 5
"As many times as Schlafly Roe vs. Wade is the worst decision
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NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY.RE JN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can
-find one. But if you're a nurs-

,,.----.;---_ _ with your level of ·experience. As

?~~1~$:;-;? an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY
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Winter Park

679-1010

South of University
on 436

University Park Plaza
(Next to Xtra)

Change The Color
.of ·your eyes
Wessley Jessen Durasoft
Opaque Colors

Opague Colors
2 Pairs
·Less
Rebate*

sl29.00
$ 30.00
$ 99.00

Exam not Included

Not Vlllid with other offers. Expires
3/31/94
.
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(B&L 0 Series Clear)

Extended Wear
$129.00
Dally Wear
$99.00
Not Valid with other offers. Expires
4/30/94
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Exams By Independent Doctors of Optometry.
,

The patient & any other per~on rt'~poru.iblt' for i:iaymt'nt ha~ a rll(ht w refu~e to pay, cam:el, payment ur
be relmbur~l'd tor payment for any othi-r ~t-rvice, examlnatlun or treatmt'nt which h pl'rformed a~ a
r~•ult of within 72 huun uf re,p<mdinl( tu the advertl•em.,nt for the fret', di•rnuntl'd fl'l' or rt'ducl'd f.,.,
~ervlce, examination or tr.,atmt'nt.
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*Manufacturers mail-fo rebate Expires 4/30/94

JAC~ON

HEWl'lf

TAX SERVICE

INTHEA~Y,

•

FREE ELECTRONIC
FILING WITH PAID
PREPARATION

USE OF YOUR
TAX REFUND

•

IN 3 DAYS*
Call for Price Quote

•

and Nearest Location

•FULLY COMPUTERIZED
TAX PREPARATION

249-2242
(ACROSS FROM UCF)
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UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
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College newspaper
protests budget cuts
ollege Press Service

BIG RAPID, Mich. - The
student newspaper staff at Ferris
State University published a nearly
blank edition to protest budget
cuts that would eliminate the
school's journalism department.
The staff of the bi-weekly paper, The Torch, published the
nearly blank edition late last year
to show students what the university will be like without a journalism program.
The 12-pageedition cantained
only two small cartoons denouncing the cuts and an editorial explaining the blank pages .
The paper's opinion editor,
Ron Waycehoski, said the edition
was published to express dismay
about the universtiy cutting $7.9
million from its budget by eliminating 17 academic programs.
According to Woycehoski, the
paper received some criticism
about their action, but response
from students has been mostly
positive.

LECTURE, from page 4

woman. She made me proud."
Some audience members
were not as pleased with the
speaches. Trudy Zarek questioned
some of the data that Schlafly used.
"Some seem erroneous," she said.
Student Melissa Partin said
she was "amazed that Phyllis
Schlafly came to such a high position when she is such a terrible
speaker."
· A group of senior citizens
stood outside the audit0riu01 after
the debate and discussed the "terror" they felt of the opinions of
someofthepeople.Theywere"fearful of the harassment they could
encounterbecauseof[their] views."
UCF Student Government
Sen. Stacie Riemersma said that "a
debate style of lecture brings more
people out here. There was a low
tum out before. . . .
'Thisgetspeoplethinkingand
you get more of a reaction this way.
Two sides brings people open to ask
more questions. It's more educational. It was a great tum out.
"[Lectures] like this are
needed to compete against U of For
FSU instead of competing with just

one aspect of the university system.
I was very pleased. A lot of the
community is here tonight. It is
important to tie the U!liversity and
the community together."
What did Sarah Weddington
think of Phyllis Schlafly? She candidly admitted, '1 specifical1y asked
UCF to pick us up in separate cars,
eat at separate tables, and have a
separate recepti"n. I can't stand to
spend time with the woman."
When Schlafly was asked
what she thought of Weddington,
she paused with a frozen smile on
her face. "Ah, I don't think I want to
~m_a_ke_a_co_m_m_e_nt_,'_'_s_he_s_ai_d_.,

FINANCIAL AID
FOR COLLEGE
•Scholarships
Call

w

•Loans/Grants
•Internships
• Coop Programs
The phone number previously listed was incorrect

695-6696 Ext. 112
.
For Electronic Message
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Reggae
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$1.75 Corona's
$2.00 Rulll Ruitners
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1 FREE DRINK!

1
I

:
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1

VALID ONLY
ON SUNDAY
SLOPPY JOE'S
EXP. 5/31/94

I

:
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per person

I

I
I
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Ladies Night!!
Every Wednesd.a y
Ladies Drink Free
9 to llpill
Everyone Drinks
2for1 after llpm

r~--------------------,
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1
I
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I
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Don't Leave Your Tax, Return To A
Block-Head!

''Offer more
classes and
make them
easier to sign
up for."

:.

-Heather
Zack
Undecided/
junior

''Unless you are in the engineering
departmen,t you are going to have a
hard time getting- the classes you
need."
-Robert Bryant
Communication/senior
. "They are students who need to

take summer classes and stuff like
that, so I really don't
knowwhatto
say about
that. If they
let students
take more
than 17 credits a semester
would
it
help."
-Katia Delballe
Communication/freshman

''I thinktheyshouldoffermoreclasses
foreveryone. They offer some classes
at inconvient times and people have
jobs and internships, so it is hard to get

Valetiree's Day gift flies away
·
o A UF employee
lost it in Ure wind.
College Press Service
GAINESVILLE - Even the
most romantic intentions ·sometimes go awry.
That's what a University of
Florida employee discovered ·
when he tried to add a little excitement to a Valentine's Day gift.
Jimmy Ross, who works at the
school's physical plant, tied a ring
that he had bought his girlfriend
to a helium-filled balloon emblazoned with the words "I Love
You."
Ross put the gift in his truck,
but after he got home, the balloon
sailed out of the passenger window. "I ran inside the house and
got my pistol," he told the Inde-

Bills passed:
OBill 26-34-Theelection commissioner must be currently enrolled at UCF and have served as
an election commissioner at UCF
fo~ a minimum of one election
period.
0Bill 26-35-Allocationof$400
to the Muslim Student Association to pay for a guest speaker
they will be having later this semester.

pendent Florida Alligator. "I was
going to shoot it down. But when
I came out with the gun, I forgot it
had a lock on it and ran in the
house to get the key."
Too late - The balloon was
gone.
One of Ross' friends called a
Gainesville radio station, which '
put out an all-points bulletin on
the renegade balloon. No sightings
were reported, so WKTK officials
·replaced the ring with one stipulation: Ross had to place it on · his
girlfriend's finger indoors.
The saga continued, though.
A bus driver found the balloon
and the ring in a nearby town two
days later. Ross since has exchanged rtngs with WKTK, and
he has some advice for other
· swains who might want to ·emulate his methods: "Buy a lead
weight, too!"

ter 400.1 - to add further clarification to the appointment process.
Future legislation:
Bill 26-42 - Changes to Title VI
Bill 26-43 - Changes to Rule 2
Bill 26-44- 1994-95 A & S Fee
Budget Stipulations
Bill 26-45-Funding for the Jewish Student Union
Bill 26-46 - A & S Fee 1994-95
Budget
Open Senate Seats:

0Bi1126-36-Allocationof$100for
"Keeping your child off drugs" workshop sponsored by the Muslim Student Association.
0Bill 26-38-Allocationof$300for
the Lebanese-American Club. ·
0 Bill 26-39 - Allocation of
$1,600to the Environmental Club
for this year's Earth Day events to
be held on the green April 20.
0 Bill 26-41 -Changes to Chap-

College of Arts and Sciences,
Business, Education, Engineering,
Daytona(At-large), and South Orlando (At-large).
The Senate Report is provided to
inform the student body of how
their A & S Fees are spent. The
current A & S Fee for UCF is
$5.15 per credit hour. For further
information regarding Student
Senate contact Shannon Pounds,
president pro-tempore.

Discount Financial Services

what you need."

3001 Aloma AvP. Suite 225A

-Mme Ortiz
Criminal Justice/junior
"Offering
more classes
is the only
way to do it.
During the
summer there
are
nqt
e n o u g h
classes to
take,
and
people end up having to wait until
the fall or spring terms."

• With PeJd Prepar. tion-$7 Value

671-7222

Call Now!
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111 in Win tee Spring,, 695-8868 Open 4pm-2ao."_ Mon.-Fri.,Sot&Sun. I2p n1-2"m

-Natalie Dabbs
Psycology/senior

Wed.-Sat. Starts ai 9p1n
This Week "DIXIE' ..FLYERS'·'
NO COVER CHARGE!
~

Mon. & Tues. 20¢ Wings 4am-12am

~W~d. 25¢ Drafts 20¢ Wings 9pm-12am

Free Line Dancing Lessons! Starts at 8: 15 pm
~ Thurs. Ladies Night-Ladies Drink
Free Wells or Drafts 9pm-l l pm

Sun . Ha~py

H~u~~ll ~~y'~_______

J

'~-:::::z===~~~-~~~~~~~..~~~-~!!'.~~~~:~:::·:»'"'!~.:~~

Do you enjoy helping people?
How about planning or marketing events?
Are you thoughtful about healthy choices
for yourself and others?
Want to make a positive difference at UCF?

· Join SWAT and apply to be a

WELLNESS PEER CONSULTANT
Training and Retreat this summer
Employment 12-15 hours per week
. for Fall 1994 and Spring 1995

APPLICATION PERIOD
Wednesday, March 30 - Friday, April 15
at the
Campus Wellness Center
823-5841
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Enrollment for African-Americans drops
College Press Service

•
•
J.'

•

•

•

•

WASHINGTON - Although
minority enrollment in college has
grown in recent years, Hispanics
and blacks remain significantly
underrepresented in higher education, according to a recent report by
the American Council on Education.
Even more disturbing, there has
been a five percent drop in university enrollment by black men over
the last two years, the ACE reported
Feb. 28 in its 12th Annual Status
Report on Minorities In Higher Education. The rate for Hispanic men
also has remained low over the past
20 years.
In 1992, 33.8 percent of black
high school graduates ages 18 to 24
and 37.1 percent of Hispanics were
participating in higher education.
Whites in the same age group enrolled at a 42.2 percent rate.
''The evidence in this report indicates that post-secondary institutions have a lot of work to do in
terms of creating environments and
strategies that encourage students
of color to persist until they earn a
degree or certificate," ACE President Robert H. Atwell said in a
statement.
The report stressed that all universities, regardless of size, location or type, can improve minority
recruitment efforts: "When one coherent, comprehensive, and integrated process is institutionalized
from the boardroom to the classroom."

Faculty involvement in retention efforts is key, as is an integrated
academic support service mechanism, the report said.
ACE highlighted the efforts of
Mount St. Mary's College, a private
four-year, relatively restricted admission institution.
Mount St. Mary's has a student
body that is about 57 percent Hispanic, 18 percent black and 10 percent Asian.
Thecollegehascomrnittedleadership from top administration with
regard to student retention and has
established programs designed specifically to reach such goals, the
report said.
About21 percentofthenation's
black male high school graduates in
1972 enrolled in college.
The rate fluctuated throughout
the 1970s, reached a low of 17.3
percent in 1980, rose through the
decade and then dipped to 18 percent in 1988.
By 1990, 26. l percent of black
males had enrolled in college. In
1992, the figure slipped to 21.2 percent.
College enrollment for black
women, on the other hand, has almost doubled in the past 20 years. In
1972, 15.7 percent of black women
who graduated high school enrolled
in college; 1992 figures show a 28.8
percent enrollment rate.
Hispanic men also have experienced unimpressive gains since
1972, when the college enrollment
rate was 15. I percent. After hitting
a peak of 18.5 percent in 1987, the
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rate fell to 17.8 percent in 1992.
Hispanic male college matriculation hit a low of 14 percent in 1991.
But Hispanic women have more
than doubled their college enrollment, reaching a 20-year high of
24.8 percent in 1992; the ~ate was
12.1 in 1972, according to ACE.
Enrollment at.historically black
colleges and universities has grown
substantially since 1982, the year
ACE started reporting such figures.
Total enrollment has jumped 21.8
percent in the-past 10 years with
white (non-Hispanic) enrollment at
historically black colleges and universities growing 36.3 percent in
the same span.
·
The report pointed to the University of Michigan as a source of
commitment to minority retention.
President James Duderstadt pledged
thathisuniversity' abilityto"achieve
and sustain a campus community
recognized for its racial, cultural
and ethnic diversity
in large
part determine our capacity to serve
successfully our state and nation
and the world ..."

will

$5.00 eacfi 1
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'1fuy o,;;cu.t fCoiver, getone free! (Li~
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Mad~moiselle

magazine, in conjunction with the Spring Break On-Campus
Tour, will be at your school Wednesday, April 6 to host a fashion show featuring the
styles of the season ... and we're looking for 15 women to model! ·
111

If you're at least 5'7", a size 6-8 and available to volunteer your time
between 1:00 and 3:00 p.m. on Wednesday, April 6 for the show., we'd love to see you.
111

111

Stop by the Student Center Room 211 on Tuesday, April 5 Letween 12:00
and 4:00 p.m. to meet M~demoiselle's Merchandising Editors and find out more details
about the event.

Mademoiselle
-

-- - - - --

_____________,
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Summer classes now required for graduation
DA Board of Regents
policy requiring nine
summer credits has
been reinstated.
by REX HOGGARD
News editor

The summer hour requirement,
aBoardofReg
directiverequiring all state university students to
enroll in at least nine summer credit
hours prior to gradu~tion, has been
reinstatedbytheBOReffectivewith
the August I99 graduation, according to David Dees, Enrollment
and Academic Services counselor.
"Everyone p enters the university system with Jess then 60
credit hours must take nine credit
hours in the summer to graduate,"
Dees said.
Under the rule, students entering one of the Stat.e University Sys. tern schools rnpst complete nine
summer term credit hours while attending UCF in order to receive a

degree.
Some students, however, do not
like the requirement, "It is hard on
students to get the classes they need
for the summer terms, it will just be
a waste if you can't get what you
want," said Ron Williams, junior
majoring in computer science.
The requirement had been suspended by the BOR due to the lack
of funding for state universities.
'They [BOR] suspended the requirement because of funding shortagesuniversities could simply not afford
it." Dees said.
According to Dees, the original
purpose of the requirement was to
boost low summer enrollment and
allow students to graduate earlier.
"Budgetimprovementshaveallowed re-implementation of the requirement," Dees said. According
to the BOR, an improved economic
status for Florida will allow the legislature to increase the SUS budget.
Some students, however, think
the requirement is a good idea. Katia
Delballe,afreshmanmajeringcrimi-

nal justice said, '1t is a difficulty
because it takes a lot of your time and
very often they don't even offer the
classes you want."
Dr. Kathryn Seidel, associate
dean in the college of Arts and Sciences, said, "The requirement is a
good thing because it-encourages
year round attendance."
"We schedule classes according
to how much money is available,
teachers always want to work during
the summer," Dees said. However,
when asked about possible budget
cuts for the summer term currently
being considered, Dees stated, "I
heard there was some sort of cut but
I don't know to which department or
how much will be cut." Dees added,
"I think they are in the Arts and
Sciences Departm.ent."
According to Dees, community
college transfer students with more
than 60 credit hours will be exempt
from the requirement.
A waiver will be granted for special situations such as seasonal summeremploymentorrequired courses

not being made available during
the summer terms.
This requirement is independent of any particular UCF catalog
graduation demands, according to
Dees.
Other academic policy changes
include a change in the UCF residency requirement. 'The residency
requirement states that a student
must take a minimum number of
hours at UCF in order to receive a
UCF degree." Dees said.
The old rule required a standard 30credit hours ofUCF courses
to received a degree. However, the
new standard is 25 percent of the
number of hours required for a degree.
"An engineering student with a
degree requirement of 132 credit
hours would have to have earned
33 credits hereat UCfto be eligible
for a degree." Dees said.
According to Dees, this will
not effect many students because
very few come to UCF needing less
than 30 credit hours to graduate.

Academic Policy~
0 The Board of Regents has rein-stated the SUmille( hour ~
men~effectivew.iththeAugustl994

graduatjon. ,~ rule

the .si:Uruner tenns in Order to be
eligible':to graduate.
OAgradeof«c• is now required to
satisfy .the ENC 1101 _and ENC
1l 02 requirements of the General

:.Education Program.
0 TueUCFresidency requirement
.has ch~ged fromaminimum of30
hours 25 percentofthe t.otal hours

to
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for s
are mors,
officials say
BUDGET, from page 1
those type of classes." Seidel continued, "The requirement is good
because it encourages year round
enrollment in order to graduate as
early as possible."
According to Seidel, if the request for extra funding is not approved, 10 to 15 percent fewer
courses will be available for students.
When asked if the budget for t~e
College of Arts and Sciences had
changed, Neighbor said: "The budget for Arts and Sciences actually
increasedtliis year. We remind them
to reserve mo~ey for the summer
term in memos throughoutthe year."
As of Monday, the budget request for mor. unds had not officially been approved. However,
Seidel said,
"Our
~
r situation will improve ifcenttaladministration grants
our request anti we think they wil I."
No official response to the request has been given, but according
to Seidel, she had received unofficial word that the request would be
approved.
•
"If it is approved it would mean
about $80,000more would be available for classes this summer and
that places us at-a..,bout the same
place we were last summer, as far as
class availability goes." Seidel said.
"We only ask for more funds in
desperate situations, and this is one
of them. We have general education.
obligations and sometimes the summer budget must be sacrificed to
meet the demands in other areas,"
Seidel said.
"I don't want students to think
that a class they need will not be
available and just not sign up for
summer classes. That would hurt
the college," Seidel said.
According to Seidel, every attempt would be made not eliminate
required courses from the summer
program.

.
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Only the GE Classic MasterCard® offers students
this unequaled package of benefits.
0/
70

99

The GE Classic MasterCard is. the educated
choice for students looking for smart ways
to save. It offers one of the lowest APRs
I APR you'll find on campus - 9.9%•· variable APR
for the first year with a low 16 9% variable APR thereafter
That means that even if you 're only able to pay the minimum
amount due, you'll pay just 9.9'7o on you•· outstanding balance.

NO ANNUAL FEE!

While other credit cards charge annual fees of $20 or more,
the GE Classic MasterCard has no annual fee . Frankly, we
don't see why you should pay just for putting our card in
your wallet.

C

This great offer could only come from
a team like GE Card Services and
MasterCard. GE Card Services is part
_ _ __ __
of one of the leading financial services
companies in the world. And MasterCard's the credit card
more widely accepted than any other on the planet. Together,
they provide you with unparalleled financial security.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

As a GE Classic MasterCard member, you're also entitled to
special discounts at many of your favorite stores. Through the
COLLEGE MasterValuesTM'< program, you'll enjoy savings of
up to 40% on everything from CDs to travel.

The GE Classic MasterCard. An educated choice.
Apply for your card at "Ttie Green" on 414 - 415 from
9:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m. and get a FREE T-shirt!

requires au
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hours tQeam 9 credit hours during
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Snake terrorizes UF
O A boa constrictor
roamed the campus
for three weeks.
College Press Service

t

GAINESVILLE - While it's
true that journalists occasionally
have been accused of being reptiles,
it's not often that they get much
media attention just for hanging out
with them.
A Colombian boa constrictor
recently was on the lam for three
weeks in the University ofAorida's
CollegeofJournalism and Communications, altemate1y terrorizing and
amusing students, faculty and staff
after it escaped its owners' clutches
at the co11ege's WUFf television
' studios.
Van Gogh the snake's threeweek slither come to an end in midJanuary when the boa was discovered in the studio's master control
room, not far from the spot where he
made his break in Weimer Hall, the
Independent Florida Alligator reported.
UF sophomoreJennifer Stanton,
thesnake'sowner,andRockyEssex,
a graduate student, were preparing
to shut down power in the master
control room about 11 p.m. when
Essex noticed something strange
near the main power transmitter.
Essex. who dislikes snakes, said
he and Stanton had been talking
about the renegade reptile just before they came across it.
··1 had just read about it in the
Alligator." Essex said. "I said, 'I

just hope we don't find it when I'm
around here,' but she said it was
probably dead."
Then Essex spotted a cable that
looked like a Gnakeskin, wruch is
exactly what it turned out to be. Van
Gogh had just shed it. Essex said
Stanton started yelling, "It's rum!
It's him! It's Van Gogh!"
The elusive snake was huddled
in a two-inch space above the transmitter. Stanton said the snake was
cranky from shedding his skin and
from malnutrition. "He gets an attitude [when he sheds],"'' she said.
"He didn't want to leave. He was
comfortable."
Not everyone in the College of
Journalism and Communications
was happy to see Van Gogh depart.
Telecommunications Chairman
Gerald Smeyak said he was dejected
about tht! snake's exit because it
meant the end of Dean Ralph
Lown stein's periodic snake updates.
''I'm a little saddened that they
found rum," Smeyak said. "Just think
in I0 years students would have still
been talking about a snake that roams.
the halls of Weimer, occasionally
picking off a student.
"It would have turned into a
Loch Ness Monster legend."
Stanton said she originally
brought her snake with her to the
television studios because she was
lonely. "When she was out of the
office for a minute, Van Gogh disappeared," Lowenstein said.
Repeated attempts by a pestcontrol SW AT team from the UF
Physical Plant failed to corral the
escaped snake.

Professors say
rock 'n' roll the
root of grief

~ToMikEddiES
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TRAvEl & EvrnTs CooRdiNATOR
"A Leisure Resource Company•

Low Airfares, Cheap C:1r Rentals

Great Hotel Rates
Localed on Aloma at SI. Andrews
in the Crealdc Executive Mall

College Press Service

ALTOONA, Penn. - College
students who listen to a Jot ofrock 'n'
roll music also have a tendency to get
the blues- not the Iowdown-funkyB.B. King blues, but the lousy-lifeand-bad-mental-outlook kind, · two
researchers say. .
"Our data show that those students who report the highest levels of
rock listening also have the highest
scores on measures of depression,
anxiety and sensation-seeking," said
ValerieN. Stratton, associate professor of psychology at Penn State
University's Altoona campus.
Stratton and Annett~ H.
Zalanowski, associate professor of
music, presented their paper at a recent meeting of the NationaJ Association for Music Therapy and the
Canadian Association for Music
Therapy in Toronto.
However, the researchers did discover something unusual after surveying 122 college students with an
average age of 19.3 years, and a
second group of 99 faculty members
and staff. The link between rock
music and negative attitudes was
present in the older group of staff andfaculty. However, amongfaculty and
staff, depression, anxiety and hostility were also associated with classical
music.
Stratton and Zalanowski said it
was uncertain whether the music actually induced negative moods.

2431 ALOMA AVENUE • SUITE 130
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DEflHfl'S SKlrt flRT STUDIO
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Licensed, Award Wmnmg
Female Artist
DEANA LIPPENS

Individual expression with
a lifetime ~uarantee
~.

Fine Line Designs, Freehand ·or Cover-ups
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141 80 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32826
281-1228

Mon-Sat 12-8
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at the

Worlil
Skydiving
Center
in beautiful Lake Wales
Oailv Classes • ·Tandem • Static Line •
· • First Ji.imp Specials Avaµable • Group Rates • :

Open 7 Days A Week • (813) 678-3506
440 Airport Rd., Lake Wales. FL 33853

NEWS BITS

"·-·---------·--·--- · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

'"

If

OThe Cypress Dome Premier will
he held at 7 p.m. April 4 in the
University Dinning room. Published writers will be reading their
work and environmental artwork
will be on exhibit. For further information contact Andrew Varnon
823-4215.

0 Student Government Association will he awarding 20 book
scholarships worth $100 each. Applications can be picked up at the
SGA office. Applicants must have
a 2.8 UCF GPA and be "engaged
in the university community."The
deadline for applications is April
I.

D The student escort service will
he changing its service hours from
6:30 to 7 p.m.
0 Student for Student's first meeting will be held March 30 in Student Center room 214. Student for
Students is a Big Brothers/Big
Sisters organization. For further
information contact Tim Shields
at 382-2524.

0 The Orlando Shakespeare Festival will begin at the WaJtDisney
Amphitheater at Lake Eola Park
April I at 8 p.m. Special ticket
prices for UCF students, faculty,
staff and alumni are available. This
year's performances will include
"Hamlet" and "Much Ado About
Nothing." For ticket information
call 841-9787.
0 The Environmental Society of
UCF will be giving tours of the
Arboretum every Wednesday at 9: 30
a.m. and every Thursday at 3 p.m.
Intere ted groups or individuals
hould contact Dr. Henry Whitter,
UCFbiologyprofessorat 823-2978.

-PED
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUN1tY
17qru·

OF A LIFETIME!!!
~;rt
APPLICATIONS NOW AV AIL~BLE
. ; )II\

.
0 Stop Turning Out Prisoners
(S.T.0.P) is distributing a petition across Florida·to add a constitutional amendment requiring
prisoners to serve a minimum of
85 percent of their sentences. To
place the amendment on the November ballot, 430,000 signatures
are required. Petitions can be
found in all Subway Sandwich
Shops. For further information
contact Brigitte Nelson at 281-

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

...r: ..

APPLICATIONS
AVAILA6t.~

• 2.0 overall GPA
(2.5 graduate)

Counseling & T~sting
Center
I

• 12 semester hours
at UCF by Spring 94

0 The Second Annual UCF Communicative Disorders Job Fair will
be held March 30 at 3 p.m. in the
UCF Arena. Guest speaker
Melinda Harrison will lecture.

f

Rec. Services 203
·o r call 823-2811
h ... (,.. ..

5816.

0 Revolutions Pe• Minute, a
postmodern dance company, will
be performing at a benefit for the
Orlando Humane Society April
15. The benefit will be at
Barbarella, at 68 N. Orange Ave.,
downtown Orlando. Tickets, $5,
will go on_ sale March 15. For
further information call 628-0272.

H(( \

available for training
this summer

APPLY NOW !!!!!
DEADLINE APRIL 6th
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Love addict?
There's help.

Need a good part-time income?

College Press Service

CHICAGO - Almost
everybody knows somebody
who is "addicted to love"- a
person who can't seem to a void
flinging him or herself into yet
another doomed relationship.
But help is available, experts

I

say. Although our culture is I
replete with tales of love gone
sour, people can and should
learn how to build healthy ·
relationships, said Renee Redd,
a psychologist and director of
the University of Illinois at
Chicago's Office of Woman's
Affairs.
"Love-addicted people fear
that without love in their lives,
they wil1 not survive," she said.
Compulsive lovers tend to
come from dysfunctional
families where they were n.ot
valued or nurtured. As a result
they try to validate themselves
through lov at quickly turns
obsessive.
"Love - addicted people
tend to be attracted to people
who canhbt give," Redd said.

The Central Florida Future is looking to
fill 2 advertising sales po&itions. Gain valuable,
resume-building experience while earning good
money. Build valuable contacts within the Orlando
business community. Flexible hours, training and leads
provided. Sales background preferred, advertising
background a plus. Call Chad Deckard at 823-8054 for
an interview.

lllf!/ll~lllll
Equal Employment OpportunityI Affinnativc Action Employer

GRIND

~

Roadway Package Syste111,
a small package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers. The .position is for load. · ing and unloading trucks and moving packages
within the terminal.

Work shifts available:
2am- 6:30 am
5:30 pm-9:30 pm
Salary is $7 per hour
Apply to: Roadway Package System
3001 Old Winter Garden Road
or call (407) 297-3715

A
COFFEE

BAR
Alafaya Village Center
Alafaya at East Colonial SR 50 (Calico Jacks)
382-2005

Classified

The Central Florida Future

•

For Rent-2b/2b flat. All awl.
p:x:>l & tennis courts. W':ilk to
UCF $595. Call 671-9957

GJIBEK CORNER

HELP TVANTED

2 Stor}r. Foxhunt. $535 @mo.
4 occup. 365-6815

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Pledges.keep up the goo:1 'WOrk
only a fsv weeks to go!
RBrart:er to fulfill all requirerrents cy April 9 ! Hope
everyone is surviving exams
and presentations. Yellow
Rose is 3 wks away. See
Johnny for details! As always, glad to be a Bro of
Delta Sigma Pi
~ lP s:xn, brothers get info :Eran M:rrcia. ~
Sally Ball :Eran M:rrris Corp @ 7
p.m. Pl~, get yrur l:xDks d:ne,
rue vm. HarPY b-day to Se3n and
ham' Easter everyone! PRaJD
TO BE A DELTASIG!

I

National Park Summer
Jobs - Over 25, 000
~! (incloo.inJ mtel
staff, trur guides, etc.)
Benefits + bonuses ! At:Ply

Rent Special , 2td/2ba,
Washer&Dryer in Apt. Walk to
u:F. Nice large rCXlT\S, safe
rr:J.N for best positions. Call
Bldg, remodeled, $425 mo,
1-206-545-4804 ext·
plus dEp::>sit. Call Rick, 380+--N-5_4_1_8_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--;
3531, only one Jlpt left.
12185 Des Cartes Ct. No Pets
Telemarketing
Full/J;Ert tirre :positions
available
we offer excellent hourly/
bonus, weekly pay package!
Ki. ng si' ze waterbd.w/dr &
Pai'd tr,::iinirv-r ~id vacations
~~~~, ~
'
nightstand $200 OBO 678and holidays,
major med.,
hosp. plan, 401k plan,
management & career
q:port. , prof. autonated
atmosphere. 240-5505

6711 .eve.
Bed-Best offer, Queen set,
never used,$135 cash 657-

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
Mgmt Trainee - Train P/T in
Orlando go F/T after graduation or for sunmer* 145
corporate offices nationwide.
Will fill q.rickly. all 3510092 ext. 14 for appt.

~4:_::8::..:1~6:::..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- t - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

CLUB INFO

Fam cash stuffing envelopes
at hare. All :rra.terials
provided. Send SASE to P.O.
Box 395, Olathe, KS 66051

Maitland Fortune 500 co. seeks
exp. salespeople for P/T
positions. Monday-Friday 5-10
pm, Saturday 9-3. $5.50/hr. +
corrmission. Call US Personnel
850-2250. EOE. No Fee
Travel Abroad and Work.
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/
rro. teaching basic conv~rsaTai'
tional Etglish in Japan,
wan, or s. Korea. No teaching
backround or sian languages
~ed. For inforrration call:
(206) 632-1146 ext. J5418
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-Earn to $8,000+
in 2 mos +benefits. Male/
Female. No Exp. necessary
(206) 545-4155 ext A5418
ALTAMONTE FAMILY ... needs
responsible student with
perfect driving record for two
lx:!fs. Pickup at school at 3p.m.,
then till 6 p.m. M-F. $65 wkly
875-2311 (days) 332-1539
(even)

Printer-Cannon Bubble, jetTRAVEL & FUN
200 5 mo. old,- extra ink cart.
Need energetic self starter
& cable $180 679-5848
to lead, rranage & train for
Episcopal Campus Ministry
PERSONAL SAFETY
Ntl. Co. cpening new o~fices
Wednesday, Noon, Room 214
ITEMS
in Cent. FL PI'/FT, InterStudent Center
Room guardians for your
views begin 3/29, Training
Students, Staff, Faculty, all
dorm rooms, door braces,
4/2. Call 351-0092
_____
w_e_l_c_o_m_e---~--;- personal alarms, to wear or
Student for Student organiza- carry with you. Car alarms, _
tion can provide you info abJut motorcycle alarms, catalogs
Waiter/Waitresses needed.
financial aid, sc:h:::ol activiavail. We are a Securing Life
Call Jackie at Dragon Court.
ties, rrovies, pla,ys and help
o. Who cares. For inforrra- ~3_5_9_-_1_8_8_8---------;
w/your problems at UCF ·
tion call 380-8854 eve. or
Contact us at at 695leave message daytime.
Help Wanted: Earn lP to
8063 or see us Wed. 4/
$500 per week assembling
6, 7: 00 PM at SC,214
FOR SALE: 2400 BAUD
prOaucts' at heme. No Exp.
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - i MODEM $35, Bass Guitar
Info. 1 _ 504 _ 646 _ 1700 Dept..
s::,;.,, is looking for a responUCF DIVE CLUB--SCUBA ! ! $130, 18 sp bike, new
FL- 307
sible student to serve as
$100, Computer software.
~---------:----; front desk receptionist.
Why join? Find a rudd,y'
get 1 Anthony Robbins tapes $ 100
Life Guards ·needed. Phone
Posi' ti'on i's 10 to 15 .hrs per
·
experience, do environmenta
Tracey at 366-4291
-~~,·.
Please pi' ck'""'
.::.ml. at
Darrell 658-6226
wi:=J'..
""l:-" ~
research. Call An.drew at
·
SGA or call 823-2611.
382-8007 for info., Meeting
Twin Bed w/frame $50; 4(}yrmastics Instr. for kids.
3 -ll Flex hrs. Morn. &
4/12, 3-5 pm (let's get
drawer pine desk $50;
Afternoons. Great for
Coffee table $35 ,. mrr stand
wet!!)
.iv
students. all Susan at 672$10 - all for $125. Call

C~skt~nforAnimals

rreeting. M::>n., April 4, 4 to 5
P .m. in SC 211

i_~K~ff~ry~~8~2~3~8~3~0~5~a~f~t~e~r2~~m~+-~2~1~5~3==7~=~~=~-~

1
fDR SALE: 2b/2b Fat.
Poo 1
All app
· 1·i & Tennis ourts.
~ALDEN KEY
Phi' Eta Si'gma
t $52 900
vv
ances. New carpe
'
.
rreeting 6 p.m., Apn·1 4 at
1_..:::a:.::l,;:;,l_..:::.67.:...1;:;,,,-....;9::..:9::..:5::..:7_ _ _ _ _ _4
Rojo s Pizza. RSVP 382-8695 A NEW REVOLUTIONARY
for reservations.
SKINCARE SY STEM
•
·

ROOMMATES
Ferra.le UCF student seeking
quiet FM .roormnate to share
2bd townhouse in Cambridge
Cir. Rent $225 @mo. Call
273-6454 ask for Sharon or
Bev.
Female nonsmoker for 3/2
quiet hare near Fash. Sq. Pool
& Spa, dogs. 1/3 Util. $200
Dep. $225 @ mo. 896-3790

Earn $100 Processi'ng mail

1-

PREVIOUSLY NOT AVAIL.
TO PUBLIC. Formulated b,y
a biochemist to carnbat acne
and acne scars. orrposition:
plants and vitamins. Objective~ heals, rejuvinates and
protects skin. Moneyback
guaranteed. Orl. Rep. 8629724
FOR SALE: Cream colored 2pc sectional couch, rratching
recliner and lg cream coffee
table w/gold trim. All in
excellent cond. $300. all
657 - 243 5
Enternment Center: great
cond. black, includes 2
cubes/end tables & coffee
tables. $75 OBO 539-0977

for local """'.;l order com"LU600
pany. Send S5 to: lO
Bloomfi' eld Dr. Ste. 1518,
Orl. -Fl. 32825 . $5 is for the
51..Wlies needed to begin. So
get started now! whil e

TIPISTS

1----------------i

FOR SALE

Initiatim

March 30, 1994

Professional typing in ny
home allows me to offer ny
services at very reasonable
rates. Term papers, reports,
resumes, cover letters, etc.
For your convenience, I have
a FAX, so your drafts can be
faxed, saving you a delivery
trip. CALL JANE SPRING at
645-0880. I'm only a phone
call away.
A+ Typing and Word
Proce;rning
QJality mrk! ' t,:pick results!
Call today (407) 3667123

KCO Inc. 'fyping $1. 50 678-6735
Term papers and resumes at
terrific rates 281-888 M-S
9-9 Genny
WORDMASTERS
'IYPing and resume service
Since 1986 for all your
student needs. IBM and
laster. equiprent avail.
we 've rrove::i, , call for info.
277-9600
Jl.J

ds'I

TI!I'ORS
I~

5(

Accounting Tutor: CPA/
~ r· rir
Forner College Instr. Call
Loretta at 629-1932

SERVICES
FREE BOOKS FROM SGA! Twenty

book scholorships at $100
d t
ea. are available. Stu en
must have a 2. 8 GPA and

SWM' s seek SW no"ii-Theatre
F'S Please contact .Aaron,
n:m, Steve or Todd for
details. (N:> pri:rra. Ibnna' s) c/
P.O. Box 166071, Orlando,
0
Fl. 3281 6

~~OCF~llieOrl~

community in some way. Pick
up applications at the SGA
office or call 823-2191.

Dealine 4/1/94.
UCF YEAR END SPECIAL!!
1
- - -21,
- - knows:
- - - - h -ow
- -to
- - - ' 1 Have a mini-party. Students
SWM,
s.wlies last.
spell most three letter
& staff enjo,y a 1 hour scenic
l--------------1 words, the value of ,, to 9
trail rice en gentle horse5. 3
AA Cruise . & Travel Employdecimal places, how to make
miles from U:::F. After the
rrent Guide. Earn Big $$ +
farting sounds with hands, the
ride enjcy FREE ho d::gs
Travel the v.Drld Free!
original members of AC/OC.
over an open canpfire. Each
(Caribrean, Europe, Hawaii,
Gxrl lookinJ (for .real!), rich.
rider receives a FREE l:a;r of
Asia) Hurry! Busy Spring/
looking for SF, for friendship,
fresh picked oranges to take
Swnmer seasons approachunless you're really good
heme. BYOB. Call new.
ing. Free Travel ClubMemlookin, thenrrore. No dorks
Kensington StablEi$, Oviedo
bers hip.I Call (919) 929
3 65-9866, 3 65- 815. 1-3
· please. Interested?· send
4 398 ext. C253
dr awing
·
t o: ATTN : RW , 12243
persons $20 ea. ~+persons
~::..:..:~..::;.;:.::..;,,_;:;;,~.;.._------1
· Summer Resort Jobs University Blvd., Orlando, FL
$18 ea.
Earn to $12/hr. + tips.
32817 · Bye, love.
Hawaii, Florida, Rockies·,
Alaska, New England, etc. 1800-807-5950 ext. R5418

M/F to share 2bd/2ba, Apt.
washer & dryer. Non smoker,
Cruise ships now hiringwalk to UCF. $212 @mo. plus
earn up to $2000/month
1/2 Util. Furnished except for
bedroom. Dep. Rick 380-35311-..:..::::.::...:....:...--:~-------1 ~rking on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World
Grateful Dead: 4 Tks Miami
Fema.le to share 2bd/2ba
travel. Summer and Full-Time
Show, sell/Trade Orlando
duplex. OViedo, 10 min. u:F,
enployment available. No
Show. Maurice 380-3486
conv. shopping & beltway.
experience necessary. For
Avail. 4/1. Judy 365-9721
mJre information call 1-2061 - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - i 634-0468 ext C5418
843-7861 ext: 2418 Neat
Tandy computer 1000 sx _
Sleeper &
Sets .................. .from $199.99
responsible ferrale, nonIBM corrpatible complete, 2
EARN 100'S OF DOLLARS.
srroker to share with same.
flor:PY disc drives, 384k
5-Pc. Dinette Sets .......................from $ 99.99
Pra:.'eS.sirg rmil in ili= cx:mfort of
2b/2b townhouse, 2 mi. from
expandable $235. (407)
yo..rr CW1 hare! 1Dcal :rra.il order
u:F. Pool/Tennis avail. $275
3-Pc. Occational Tables .......•.... .from $ 59.99
847-0565
cx:np:iqf is SEEkinJ in:livid.als to
+ 1/2 util. & dep. all Kerry
precess over flew of rrail. Serl
Full-Bed Sets .............................. Jrom $ 59.99
$5 far SllfPliES to g2t:. starte::1 an::1
\'.e I 11 sq:ply tie rest• Se:rl M:NEY'
ORDER or cash to: 10600
M:m' s full length black lea.tier
Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name
Blcx:mfield Dr. Ste. 1518 Orcoat size M, 'iNOrn twice, $375.
furniture.
We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings.
lan:b,
FL.
32825.
ffilrry
\\hile
847-0565
Lovely 2B/2B Dupl. A/C,
p::sitirns are cp:n! Gre:tt c:y::orHeat, Vertical bl.inis,
t:l.nity!
Washer/Dryer. Near Hwy 50
RC piper cub, conplete never
1920 Semoran Boulevard v.1sA· j
& Dean Rd. $425 @ mo. $300 flwon, new, make offer 847Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9 a.m.- 6 p.m.IN
Security.
all 648-5136 or
FURNITURE RENTAL
0565
eve 862-3188
Sat. I0 a.m.-5 p.m.
~ CLEARANCE CENTER
lost naroon file fax. (contains
APT for Rent. 2BR/2BA..
King-size water bed, oak
inportant nurrbers) in rosiness
Great lccatirn. Wilk to sch::>ol. bookcase, headboard, plus
bldJ on 3/4. REWARD. call
Washer/Dryer, Ceiling Fans.
bedding, $165 847-0565
678-8798
$475 @ mo. Call 321 7343

Student Bargains

· Save more. It's been rented before.
Chair

FORRE'vT

I

,LOSTA1VD FOlJND

-=--=------------t--------------,

I

CORT~

• •
llllOll
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Orlando Council:
Let cruisers remain·
on downtown strip
The Orlando City Council will soon vote on a
proposal that, if passed, will alJow police officers to
give a $52 ticket to any person who drives through
the central area of downtown Orlando more than four
times within a two-hour period .
It wilJ be up to the officer's discresion whether
or not the driv.4r deserves the citation.
Granted, officers will probably not bother writing tickets to drivers with good excuses (i.e. tourists
the handicapped), but it's still up to the officer.
What is Co happen if the officer doesn't like the
way the driver looks, dresses, or the type of music
being played on the driver's car stereo?
This proposal has been introduced, along with
the teen curfew proposal, to help lower crim·e in
Orlando. Or is it to make things peaceful and safer
for the tourists who frequent Church Strret Station
and the surrounding areas?
The p:toposal isn't meant to be targeted toward
the lost tourists; it was written more against the
youths - mainly hispanics and blacks - who enjoy
"cruising" de.w n Orange Avenue, showing off their
low riders and neon lights-: than conservative whites.
While the actual linguistics of the proposal may
not be di scriminatory, the overall reasoning is.
And when the kids are kicked out of the downtown area, they wilJ not stop cruising. They will just
find somewhere else to go. After all, kids only began
cruising downtown after they were banished from
Park A venue and International Drive.

March 30 1994
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A critique of the Cheap Beers of America

"Le Soapbox" Global Corporate
Headquarters (Entertainment and
Blatant Self-Promotion Division) is
pleased to announce the longawaited debut release of that hot
new alternative band that all the
Old Milwaukee (a.k.a. "Swill"): Nasty, nasty, nasty,
teens are into nowadays, The
Sherilyns. It's five songs, totaling nasty, nasty stuff. The slogan for Old Milwaukee is "Tastes
to about 23 minutes long, and, yes as great as its name." I guess 19th century Milwaukee had
friend, your hands will get sweaty (it rocks that hard) . If a Jot of problems with sewage disposal.
Hamm's (a.k.a. "The Beer Refreshing,"
you _"Yant to buy a copy, give me a call here at The Central
Florida Future (the best newspaper in Florida). Also, in "Skunkpiss"): From the Land of Skyblue Waters, bottled
For the first time, Florida community colJege the next couple weeks, be on the lookout for a book that skunk urine taste in a can. ·
Natural Light (a.k.a. The Beer With the Taste for
I've been working on and am about to se-Jf-publish. titled
students may have to pay - on top of their tuition additional athletic and local fee increases, which The Adventures of Perpetual Frustration Man. And, let's Food, "Skun~piss"): This is drinkable, I think, hut I
will be used primarily for items such as child care not forget that we still have a warehouse _load of unsold usually don't buy any unless there's a sale. No, naive
centers, longer library hours, more and smaller "Le Soapbox" Vibrators just waiting to be owned and reader, drinki,ng Natural Light won't enhance the flavor of
operated. It's a clearance sale, ladies, you can now get off your favorite foods. Like all of the other beers mentioned
classes. ·· ,
in this column, it merely gets you drunk.
The bill,js expected to reach House and Senate at half-price ...
But
enough
of
this
self-serving
silliness.
I
have
imporFalstaff (a.k.a. "The Choicest Product of the Brewer's.
appropriati~p~ committees next week.
to.write
about.
Well
...
actually,
I
don't,
so
I
Art,"
"Disgusting," "The Greatest, Cheapest Beer in
tant
things
If the bill is passed, it will be up to the
think
I'll
write
about
the
Cheap
Beers
of
the
United
States.
America"):
That last "also known as" was mine. and that
individual 1%)mmunity colleges to decide whether or
I
just
want
y'all
to
know
that
this
is
a
public
service
second "also known as" was the vast majority of the beer
not they cfl.~~ge students for the fees, and if they do
from your opinion editor, because if you're like me, then drinking public. At $ ! .79 a six-pack at Publix, Falstaff
add the fee~, bow much they will add.
you 're in dire financial straits, yet you still wanna rock n' wins the Cheapest Beer Award hands-down (yes, I know
Isn'i th.i-s a step into a flagship system?
roll
all ni~e and party everyday. So here's a little Cheap ABC "Beer" is cheaper, but come on now people, please be
Isn't tm:ftion high enough already?.
Beer
Review (less than $3 at Publix). I hope you find it reasonable, we must-have some standards ... ). It is pure
Those for the pill say that, with the extra fees,
entertaining
and informative. Clip along the dotted lines econo-dri nki ng.
which will not be allowed to exceed 25 percent
Falstaff, like the Dead Kennedys, is an aquired taste. It
and
carry
it
with
you as you shop.
tuition, students will have more say so in the goings
Milwaukee's
Best
(a.k.a.
"The
Beast"):
Beast
indeed.
takes
awhile to get used to that metal taste, but once you
on of the colleges, as well as the power to vote about
learn
to
interpret that, not as a pathetic attempt at brewing,
This
is
a
good
brew
to
drink
after
drinking
a
lot
of
your
certain decisi0ins.
friends'
better
tasting,
more
expensive,
ritzy/shmitzy
imbut
rather
as an ice-cold refreshing brew-ha-ha which
However, students should not have to pay to
ported
beer.
The
Beast's
(for
lack
of
a
better
word)
burning
makes
even
mountain streams somehow seem unsmooth,
vote. Studen.ts should have some voice in how their
doesn't
hurt
so
much
with
a
good
Labatt'
s
buzz,
sensation
then you'll understand, and then you' II thank me.
tuition money is being spent anyway, without the
and
for
that
matter,
it's
better
to
always
remember
the
Well I guess that's all for this week. I hope you found
added fees.
.J'l 1
If passed, ,the bill could cost a full-time simple rule -of Quality Before Quantity when you have this enlightening.
I tried to keep it simple; it was intended for people, like
Yalencia Community College.student an extra $61.87 some good beer and a lot of cheap beer.
Olympia
(a.k.a.
"The
Water,"
or
simply
"Water"):
Rex
Hoggard, who usually don't have the attention span to
per year. The. average maximum cost for the state of
The
slogan
on
the
can
reads
"It's
the
Water."
Yeah
it
is.
read
more than two paragraphs of "Le Soapbox," or anyFlorida is $80.
·
water
with
a·
bad
aftertaste.
However:·1
sometimes
buy
it
.
thing
else that doesn't have small words and big pictures.
Many 1students who go to community colleges
Sorry
I didn't mention Schaefer, Meister Brau, Pabst
because
the
artwork
on
the
12-pack
box
and
the
can
itself
do so because the tuition there is more reasonable
Blue
Ribbon
or Black Label, but quite frankly, it was a
is
so
amazing
(it
looks
like
a
flag
to
an
Eastern
European
than at other schools.
deliberate
move
on my part.
country),
in
marked
contrast
to
the
eyesore
that
is
the
Old
That ' s just more money they will have to borYou
can
stop
reading now.
Milwaukee can. By the way, what the hell is "tumwater?"
row .
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should think twice
on raising tuition
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Occidental should not be held accountable for Love Canal
In its March 23, 1994 staff editorial, the Future said
corporations should be judged as individuals and their
accountability should not be subject to a statute of limitations.
This was in response to the following statement by J.
Roger Hirl, president of Occidental Chemical Corporation: "You cannot judge people or companies based on
today's knowledge for actions taken 40 or 50 years ago."
The Future either misunderstood J. Roger Hirlhighly unlikely if his remark was taken in its proper
context, or misinterpreted it in an overzealous attempt to
make an invalid point.
Hirl's statement was made in support of a defense
based on the lack of knowledge in terms of chemical
threats to the environment in the 1970s.
Decades ago, Hooker Chemicals and Plastics Corporation, currently called Occidental, disposed of chemical
waste in the "Love Canal" region of New York state.
However, no laws prevented such actions, nor was there
sufficient scientific proof to support such dumping as
unsound back then. Corporate awareness of the relationship between environmental damage and these chemicals
was virtua11y nonexistent.
In fact, if corporations should carry the same rights and
obligations as individuals, as the Future editorial suggested, then they should be accountable by contemporary
social norms. In the 1970s, the public consciousness of
environmental issues was minimal.
Why should corporations, a member of society, be
expected to be any more enlightened, then or now? While
companies should strive to be better than the average
. citizen, as inany now do, they are under no obligation to do
so, espeCially if they hold only the right and responsibilities of regular citizens.
The Future stated: "Apparently, to Mr. Hirl, accountabir ':J for criminal acts has an expiration date."

Hirl didn't mean Occidental's alleged "criminal" actions should be dismissed due to a time limitation. Hirl was
saying Occidental shouldn't be judged retroactively with
1990s norms on '70s actions.
How would you like to be found guilty of poor taste by
the '90s fashion pofice for wearing bell bottoms in the
'70s?
Even if we analyzed the Future's claims based on its
misinterpretation, it should be noted that society does
allow for a statute oflimitations in crimes and civil wrongs.
In Florida, there is a two-year limitation on crimes and
civil wrongs, as well as for wrongful death suits. Robbery
and theft have limited periods for criminal prosecution.
If the Future's meaning of Hirl 's words are accepted,
then Hirl is simply restating society's acceptance of limited accountability.
Of course crimes should not be unpunished, but society
leaves them unpunished all the same. Hirl would only be
voicing what the public has dictated as acceptable.
As for the Future's analogy of a person dumping toxic
waste into the Arboretum and being caught in the year
2014, it should be-noted the fact waste is toxic is a given.
Even if the nature of the chemical was not clear.; we would
know such actions are unacceptable due to the heightened
modern awareness of environmental issues.
Lastly, Occidental faced a civil lawsµit seeking punitive damages, not criminal prosecution. What this means is
that the high-minded, liberal New York prosecutors decided they wanted to punish Occidental for doing what
they felt was wrong, not what the law said was illegal.

They couldn't prove it in a criminal court, because they
didn't have a case, so they decided to bankrupt a jobcreating business in the civil court with the support and
funding of tax dollars.
The fact that they couldn't even obtain a preponderanceof theevidence in civil court, versus evidence beyond
a reasonable doubt in criminal court, demonstrates just
how weak their flawed logic is.
Americans have a right to be held accountable to
current laws only, but New York state has attempted to
bypass this right by circumventing the crimina1 courts and
instituting a biased civil action.
Occidental prabab1y did do something unwise and it
shouldn't be applauded for its actions, but it has done
nothing i11ega1, nor did it knowingly commit any moral ill.
While one may commit wrongful actions without awareness, and be he1d accountable under strict liabi1ity, this
does not constitute a crime or warrant punitive damages.
Punishment is for an evil committed with intent, and there
were no negative intentions existent by Occidental in the
'70s.
At most, Occidental made a poor business decision.
The Judgement against Occidental, for paying cleanup
costs, recognizes this by establishing strict liability and
perhaps even negligence (liability by way of carelessness).
Any additional awards, to suffice the families placed in
"upheaval" du.e to forced relocations, as the Future seems
to support, would not serve justice but oney fuel greed.
Common sense should make it obvious themcpeople can't
reagin their childhood memories or backyards.
While anticipating punitive awards (w.bich are given to
the "victims"), they may very well have been thinking of
their "champagne wishes" and new acre-wide ibackyards.
Such an award would have been ridicu1ous. lHmuld only
have fueled a string ofunprecedented lawsuits entrenched
in greed, and served as a battle cry for all greedy Jawyers.

We encourage our readers to s~Jbmit Letters to the Editor. Your letter .has to be typed, .and you must _include your name, major and signature (Swiss Ca-ke Rolls optional, but most" definitely encouraged).
When your letter is done, please pay the proper postage and mail it to
this address: The Central Florida Future fc/o Brian Costello), 12243
Uniuersity Blud., Orlando, FL 32817. If you prefer to faH your spiel,
then alls it is that you g·ots .to do is faH it to (407) 823-9495.

The trends and materialism of 'Generation X' and America
I unfortunately cannot say "I am proud to be an American," filled with the spirit and pride that burns beneath the
breast of every die-har~ patriot in the country. The reason
being simply that I was born and raised on a tiny island and
am considered a "Bajan-Yankee." And although I am not
an American, I have lived here long enough to be a part of
the proud label our generation has been granted. That label interest in material possessions than spiritual values, creating tl)e finding that many Americans are materialistic. It
being "Generation X." _
Having experienced another culture which is so different cannot be denied that acquiring the "good things in life"
from ours, I realize how hard it is for this country not to (whatever those are) is a goal for many. ·we respect those
conform and become caught up in trends. Where I grew up persons who are successful in their careers, especially those
there were no brand names, fancy cars or top-of-the-line with white collar jobs and lavish lifestyles. But what about
material goods, and if there were any, no one knew what the single mother who works two jobs to support her fami1y
they meant. To this day, my mother can't recognize the and cannot afford to buy her son the pair of ninety dollar
difference between a Mercedes and a Toyota. Life was basketball shoes that are "in."
Not everyone is fortunate enough to live every trend, but
simple and my comparison is elementary for this reason.
Our generation is bombarded daily with new trends and it is society tells us that if we don't drive the right car, wear the
impossible for a growing society not to be on· the cutting right clothes, or listen to the trendy music, we aren't doing
enough. It's harder to become a parent now because of this.
edge.
With the trends ranging from cars to clothes to music, of I find it sad there is so much inadequacy, and that opinions
course various groups ill-develop who are a part of it. · are formed on the basis of the way someone dressses or the
Therefore, I do not blame any one group for being trendy type of music they listen to. If you really want to be an
"individual" in every sense of the word, maybe this isn't the
because we are all, in fact, a part of some kind of trend.
Our generation has been said to have no direction and is right place to be.
And I am also sick of the whole "alternative" uproar.
faced with the miseries of growing crime rates, unemployment and every other hardship our country faces. But the Who cares-all alternative really means is that you have
phrase I have heard that is most bothersome states we are another choice. Big deal! Musicians simply needed a name
for their so-called unconventional music, so the people that
"lost youths."
In fact, every article I read on the subject of our genera- listened to it could form another trendy group and voila!
tion is disheartening, but how can I defend a growing society . "Alternative music." Another example of our generation
who has lost the necessary courtesy, dignity and generosity following along with something new, which I see no probwhich complement the human race? So let's think about this lem with.
The things that are tainting our generation stem from a
now ... who can we blame? Every critic has a different
answer and valid facts to back it up. but if the answer is so basic lack of respect. What ever happened to manners? Is
simple, why are we still considered the doomed "Generation it not trendy anymore to be polite? Or maybe we are too
busy looking at what the other person is wearing or driving
X?"
One of the problems rests in another overused word: to care.
m3lerialism. This, of course, means that one has greater
How do we teach about the love and respect one should

have for humanity when we have become the "I" generation.
Face it, not many people are happy with what they have and
constant1y crave having the newer modet, the better brand
and the trendiest product.
'J
What a pathetic and selfish way to live:~nen we should
be following the trend of volunteers and hurttanists who dig
a little deeper into their souls and give a part of themselves
to those who have nothing. Isn' tthat also a part oflife? Why
is it so shocking when someone returns a wal'let or performs
an act of bravery?
We are surprised when touched with an act of kindness
by someone we've never met, because these are the '90's
and the days of chivalry are long gone. The attitudes are
"what's in it for me?" Not what's in it for the rest of us as a
human race.
In other societies the police force, fire rescue and other
government jobs are respected. But in ours, every parent
wants their child to be a doctor, lawyer or businessman,
because how else can one live the overrated lifesty1e if they
aren't what society defines as successful. More respect is
due to those who have the unchallenging, underpaying jobs.
If everyone became lawyers, who would clean the streets,
take care of the elderly, or take care of our children.
It is in the true leaders of our communities that our
generation needs to follow. Those who have successful
families, secure lives and true values which are what I
thought this country was built on: tradition, not trends.
It is not the fault of our generation f~iving with the
times, but when we forget the basics of{rearing our fellow
humans with respect, we are lacking something. Maybe I
just appreciate things more from not growing up in such a
materialistic society, but all of us are human and what makes
us that way is showing the compassion, courtesy and caring
which will help us change this label, "Generation X."
So when conforming with the times, don't overlook
simple tasks to help those around you. They are free, build
inner character and make you feel "real good!"
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Dare to dream: The buick-hurling ambitions of two Texans
My name is Dave Barry, and I'm really funny. Please:
Won't you read my column?....

Today we have a heartwarming human-interest story
about some guys in Texas who are fulfilling a dream - a
dream that all of us have dreamt, but, for one reason or
another, have had to abandon. That's right: These guys are
building a device that will be capable of hurling a Buick 200
yards.
Needless to say, the origin of this idea involved beer. A
Jot of great ideas originated this way. Take the electric light.
One night in 1879 at a bar in a little town called Menlo Park,
N.J., some men were drinking beer, when suddenly one of
them announced that he was going to invent an electric
light. The others laughed, but that man got up, put on his
coat, and hat, and accidentally walked into the fireplace,
thereby setting his coat on fire. This gave Thomas Edison,
who was at another table drin~ng coffee, the idea of using
carbonized cotton as the filament in his light bulb.
So we see that beer, if used correctly, can be a tremendous force for good, which brings us back to the Buickhurling device, which I found out about thanks to a Fort
Worth Star-Telegram article written by Paul Bourgeois and
sent in by alert reader Robert Grimm. The beer consumers
in this case were Richard Clifford, an engineer and artist;
and John Quincy, a dentist. One day they were snorking
brewskis, and, as guys often do when they're getting in
touch with their feelings, they got to talking about medieval
war weapons.
As you recall from dozing off face-·down on your history
textbook, medieval c~ties were surrounded by high stone
walls with ~assive iron gates that would not open unless
you punched in the secret digital ~oman-numeral passcode.
Thus the only way that an invading army could get inside
was to knock holes in the wall by hurling large objects at it~
Originally catapults were used for this, but they were
eventually replaced by a more-powerful device-the atomic
bomb of the medieval era- called "trebuchet." It's basically a long arm with a big weight attached to one end; the

·:·.

.·:·

weight is raised, then dropped, which whips up the
other·@ end of the arm, causfog it to fling the projectile.
According to an article in the January issue of Mechanical Engineering magazine (alertly sent in by reader Bob
Goetze), some trebuchets could throw 300-pound boulders
as far as 300 yards. They also were used to throw DEAD
HORSES. I am not making this up. The idea was to spread
disease. This would be a real morale-breaker.
HUSBAND: Hi honey! I'm home from my medieval job
in the field of crossbow sales! What's for dinner?
WIFE: Your favorite! A nice big mutton
(A DEAD HORSE COMES CRASHING THROUGH
THE CEILING, SPEWING MAGGOTS EVERYWHERE.)
HUSBAND: Actually, I'm not hungry.
WIFE: I cannot WAIT for the Renaissance.
Yes, the trebuchet was an awesome weapon, and the
more Richard Clifford and John Quincy thought about it,
while drinking beer, the more they realized that they had to
build one. And so they did. They used it to try to hurl a brick.
It was not a major success.
"We never knew which way the brick was gonna go,"
Quincy told me, in a phone interview.
At this point, most guys would have quit. But Clifford
and Quincy are not "most guys"; they are an artist-engineer
and a dentist. And so they did some serious trebuchet
research. They read books on military history. Then they
went to England to consult with the world's leading trebuchet
expert, a historian named Hew Kennedy. Kennedy is generally considered to be "eccentric" in the same sense that the
sun is generally considered to be "warm." He has built a
large working trebuchet over to watch him hurl stuff across
the ·fields. According to Mechanical Engineering, he has
hurled small cars, dead pigs and grand pianos.
· He hurled a piano for Clifford and Quincy.

' It went almost 200 yards," Quincy told me, with awe in
his voice.
Clifford and Quincy returned home inspired. They printed
up some official stationery (It says PROJECTILE THROWING ENGINES, Texas Division: "Hurling Into the 21st
Century"). They hooked up with a welder, Don Capers, and
together they developed and built an improved trebuchet,
for test purposes. They've been using it to hurl bowling
balls.
"We're throwing bowling balls now somewhere between 400 and 500 feet," Quincy said.
But that is small potatoes. What they plan to do is buildget ready - THE BIGGEST TREBUCHET IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD. The one that will hurl the Buick.
Here is how serious they are: When I spoke with Quincy,
he .had just purchased 80 acres of land adjacent to his
property JUST SO THE BUICK WILL HA VE SOME
PLACE TO LAND.
"Wherever it lands," said Quincy, "it's going to stay
there."
Quincy said they'll use The Big One to raise money for
charity by holding several major hurlings per year. And
we're not talking just Buicks. Quincy sent me a ballistics
chart listing detailed technical data on the hurling characteristics of- among other items - a toilet, a case of Spam, a
recliner, an Airstream trailer, a cow, and a mime ("silent,
night hurling," notes the chart).
I don't know about you, but, as a journalist and as an
American, I am REALLY excited about this. I'm going to
keep you readers informed. I'm going to stick to this story
the way Connie Chung stuck to Tonya Harding. And, yes,
I intend to be there when the Buick goes up. When it does,
I know that I'm going to have a very special feeling inside
me. It will go away when I burp:

Thank you for sharing this hearty guffaw with meJ/ext
week: How annoying it is when you step in gum on the
sidewalk.

Letters to the Editor
Sick and Tired of Ignorance
David Pendley' s article, "Affirmative action keeps morequalified whites out of college," was very enjoyable if you
are one for narrow-minded ignorance. To answer the "affirmative-action quiz," which was contradictory to your article considering that the "correct" answers discriminates:
1. No, I am not white.
2. Yes: my GPA was better than 3.0.
3. Yes, I did score in the upper 50 percentile on my SAT
(which I only took one time).
·
4. Nq. ,I(:w.as not rejected from my college of first ·
choice-were you?
Pendley' s ai'.t!cle might be valid in certain cases, but it
fails to menti tbat there are white college students who did
. not score hi~ · the SAT nor whose GPA is higher than 3.0
(I know of some . Is it possible that these (as you say) "lesser
qualified" wMn~ people "were chosen to take your place at
the coJlege of ;your first choice?" It is these attitudes that
angers me-attitudes that assume that I am a black, college
student and/or that I have a particular employment position
only because of a quota ... And to address the "special registration privilege" issue, that must be why I had to get an
override last term and because every term except my first (at
which time I registered with my orientation group) I had to
select second/third class options to reach full-time status.
Also, has Pendley looked at the fact that once people are in
particular settings, they have to produce like everyone els~
and if they do not, then they are out?! Consider the number
of people who enter college with low SAT/GPA scores who
do well and then tell me what is wrong with the admissions
process?
What makes a person who possesses the ambition, potential, and ability (as you say) "lesser qualified" just
because of the SAT-a test that has been under criticism for
being economically, culturally, and racially biased? If this
could be a place where everyone attends the same type of
school, takes the SAT the same amount of times, and have
the same economic and environmental backgrounds, then
your article might be valid. Why doesn't Pendley divert his
energies into finding out why there is a difference in the test
results of different groups instead of trying to bash them?
The answer will not be because, as Pendley says, "better

qualified, better educated whites" are intellectually superior.-.. .
Keisha Bell

PSYCHOLOGY

In Defense of the Medical Profession
As a third year medical student at the University of South
Florida, I would like to respond to Brynner W. Yee's
column of February 23, 1994 "Lawyers and Physicians
should follow the businessman's· example."
Yee makes several very relevant points about the high
cost of health care, yet 1t is quite apparent that he knows little
about _the health care system and very few physicians .
Though there are certainly unscrupulous physicians in practice, there are also dishonest and unethical businessmen in
operation. The vast majority of doctors are extremely ethical, honest, and care greatly about their patients'. welfare.
Perhaps a little education might help Yee better understand
his recent emergency room visit.
- Most emergency rooms, along with all the equipment
and supplies in them, are owne.d by hospitals; they are
staffed by doctors. Consequently, the physician's fee is for
the service provided by only the physician's fee is for the
service provided by only the physician, and does not include
medical supplies, the cost of running laboratory tests, or
medications provided to you. These costs are billed by the
hospital at prices determined by hospital administrators and
cost containment boards. Many of the charges assessed are,
undeniably, outrageous! Why so expensive? Because those
that can afford to pay end up footingrthe bill for those who
can't. You probably paid part of the bill for the person in the
bed beside you with no financial resources. In cases of
emergency, no one can be turned away by a hospital on
ability to pay.
While the physician's fee of $90 for a "IO minute"
examination may seem high, he more likely spent an additional 15 minutes documenting your problem and his findings, 10 minutes evaluating your laboratory values, and five
minutes writing a discharge summary. So while Yee may
only have seen the physician for 10 minutes, he more likely
worked on your problem for more than 30 minuter. $90 for

30 minute~. I pay my mechanic at about the same rate.
While I sympathize with Yee's extreme pain throughout
the ordeal, the physician was right in withholding medication for the hour he waited. If Yee had something more
serious than an infection (i.e. a ruptyred bowel or bleeding
artery) and had received pain relief, you could have died in
a few hours while sleeping peacefully. Never assume a
do~tor is being malicious by withholding pain medication.
He could save your life.
Ascertations that "other countries provide much better
care at lower costs" are only partially true. The US undeniably has the highest quality of care and most advanced
medical technology of any country on the planet. But the
cost for such benefits is high. You can find volumes of
research to prove this. Check.it out.
I can understand that people are angry about the high cost
of health care, hut physician salaries account for very little
of that cost (less than I 0% ). At the age of 23 I am $78,000
in debt (before interest) from medical school Joans. I spend
100-120 hours a week in the hospital including every third
night on call (i.e.-awake for 36 hours). I have another
EIGHT years of training before I fulfill my goal of becoming a pediatric surgeon. And I drive an '86 Sentra that's
bad! y in need of a tune.up. I can't understand why, for all
I put into my training, the general public begrudges me a
comfortable salary. The girl who sat next to me at my
college graduation makes $78,000 a year working for a
communications corporation, and no one writes hateful
editorials about her career.
For me, it comes down to a love of medicine despite the
imperfections of "the system." I love to see patients getting
better, and my colleagues feel the same way. That's why we
close the newspapers, turn off the television, and put on our
white coats each morning. We are ethical, and we do care
about our patients.
.
I'm sorry, Mr. Yee, that you've had bad encounters with
physicians in the past, and I share your frustrations over the
cost of health care. With a little effort you can certainly find
a personal physician who is ethical and able to meet your
needs.
Danielle M. Saunders
TAMPA

Hi. My name is Brian Costello. You probably remember me as Captain Steuben from "The Love Boat," but I didn't want to talk about that today. I jus
wanted to tell all y'all that we need Opinion Writers. Don't try anything cute, just say what you believe and take it from there. If you're interested, pleas
give me a call here at 823-8192. The best time to call is on Saturday's, because that's the only day of the week that I'm here on a regular basis. Thanks.
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Intothe GreatWide Open:

Any person
seeking a
career in
journalism
needs
writing
experience ._
The Central
Florida
Future is
the best
way on
campus to
get
experience
and to get'
published.
Even for
those not
interested in
journalistic
writing,
"Revelation"
accepts
some
creative
writing.
Now is your
chance to
be heard.
Stop by the
Future
office in the
University
Shoppes
today.

The search for the Golden Gate Bridge
When a man undertakes to
create something,
he establishes a new heaven,
as it were,
and from it the work that he
desires to create
flows into him ...
for such is the immensity of man
that he is
greater than heaven and Earth.
-Philipus Aureolus
Paracelsus
b

., _

Havingcovered4,000miles
ofunfamiliarterrain, varying from
lucid creeks ·flowing throughout
the cool lieights of the Smokies,
spanning the plains of the Midwest, tom~ 'Vast hills sliding down
into tmi~kryptic valleys of
Yellowstone National Park, I had.
the opportunity to absorb one of
God's greatest gifts to man, the
aesthetic beauty of nature.
The arrival of the California state line and the symbolic
dying of the sun into the Pacific
Ocean represented the arrival of a
new awakening, an opportunity to
explore one of God's other great
gifts to man, his own creativity.
The northern mountains of
the Golden State lead down to the
rocky West Coast, which gives
way to one of the most creative
areas known to man, San Francisco. As we crossed a huge bridge
over a brilliant waterway, many
questions began to jump about the
car. Why is the Golden Gate
Bridge gray? Where is Alcatraz?
Why is it so·cold in California in
July?
Well, as any naive tourist
who has driven south to San Francisco knows, there is an equally
impressive bridge connecting
Oakland to the historic city. In
order to get to the world-renowned
Golden Gate, one must understand
the city's steep hi! ls and maze-like
routes.
Another question tugged at
my fading intelligence, as deductive reasoning shot out the window in the form of explicit comments aimed at the insane, inept,
and incohesive residents of the
city from which came the Grateful
Dead, the "SummerofLove" and
the great acid experiments of the
'60s. "Which came first, San Francisco or LSD?-"
Attempting to remain calm,
as each hill got steeper, and
streetlights hid behind an array of
America's ethnic mixture on each
corner, seemed almost ludicrous,
as trolleys and the mass transit
system added to the danger. I
empathize with Tony Bennett
leaving his heart in San Francisco,
for I kept my organs intact, but I
believe I left my brakes pads, CV
joints, and sanity there as this automotive exploration began to
materialize into a bad trip.
The original designers of
this incongruent layout of streets,
markets, and homesteads either
experimented with hallucinogen,s

. while designing the map, or they
hoped that the populace would be
on some sort of drug in order to
understand this confusing maze.
Our frustration lingered, taunting
us-two pissed-off tourists searching for the Golden Gate- until we
decided to park the car and walk.
At last, a familiar site crune
intoview.Itwasnotthedockofthe
bay or left field at candlestick, but
the heart of the city - the HaightAshbury intersection. To some this
place is the land of the lost, but to
this wandering philosopher it is a
melting pot of American culture
and the world's greatest modern
artists.
Acoustic melodies floated
into the streets from coffee shops
within which conversation transcended into a lyrical parade of
creativity. Colorful arrays of tapestry and intricate displays of graffiti welcomed the sedated wanderer to incense-laden shops. Commerce in this part of town has
neither progressed, digressed nor
in any way changed throughout
the last three decades. Time stands
still as artists, tourists and, soulsearchers alike come and go in an
effort to see where the modern
world took a twisted turn, allowing a new sense of freedom for the
nation's youth.
As nature fascinates me with
its beautiful landscapes and open
environments, the Haight district
intrigued me with its fascinating
~
I
artwork and free atmosphere.
I ci
I walked the same sidewalks I 0
......
that were Janis Joplin's sanctuary
~
I
Q)
during the rebellious '60s. Inhaling the same atmosphere that released the anxieties of thousands I 0
of musicians conjured up images
c::C\j~
that had earlier led to Jefferson
Airplane's "WhiteRabbit" andan
"Experience" that Jimmy Hendrix
"'O
attempted to relate to the world.
c::C\j
In a uniquely strange part of
,,..
a distinctly different city, Haight is
a street which represents the most
creative period in American his- ·
Q)
tory.
...r:
While the rest of the world
~
changed and evolved through the
years, these few blocks ofAmerica
remained the same.
A person can relate his or
(6
her emotions, ideals, thoughts and
u
memories to the rest of the world
0
through the words written on pa(./)
per, a splash of color on a concrete
Q)
wall or the music from a six-string
u
guitar, all whether through a comQ)
mercialized production or just
u
passed along the sidewalk from
(./)
coffeehouse to vagrant to tourist.
~
These forms of expression-some
u
drug-induced, some political, some
0
just dreruns of a better way - all
Cf)
have a place in this district.
I purchased a few psy0
chedelic postcards, flashed the
0
peace sign to a few vagrants, and
..c
walked across the Ashbury interu
~
section, back to the car and into the
confusingmessof thecity in search
~
of the Golden Gate.
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Starts Wednesday, March 30th.
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Revelation writer
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The Florida State University London Study Center will have a series of
3 week, 3 credit classes in a wide variety of subjects.
The program fee of $1850 includes room, trip to Paris, field trips,
International Student ID card, medical insurance, and London
orientation. It does not include airfare, tuition, food, or persona I
expenses.
Choose your three week session from the following dates:
May 27 - June 16
May 6 - May 26
June 17 - July 7
July 8 - July 28
July 29 - August 18

STUDY ABROAD
PROGRAMS
FLORENCE 8 LONDON 8 COSTA RICA

1-800-374-8581
904-644-3272
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Mouth2Mouth breathes life into magazine industry
Just when you thought
there was a magazine for every
niche - the foot fetish crowd,
engaged women, men who like
litt!e boys ... you name it Time Publishing Ventures,
Inc., has come out with a new
full-color glossy directed toward no less than - you
guessed it - teenagers.
But what about Sassy,
Teen, Seventeen . .. that whole
slew of periodicals out on the
news racks geared toward the
youths of today? Aren't there
enough magazines for everybody?
Not so, says Angela Jackson Harrington, ed-itor-in-chief
of Time lnc.'s new protege,
Mouth2Mouth, in the mag's
premiere edition. Harrington
plans "to boldly go where no
magazine has ever gone before;
to create a magazine for guys
and girls that isn't ridiculously
condescending and old-fash-

What starts out likt! a
blame-it-on-Joey sob story,
ends up in a sort of a don't-letthb-happen-to-you lecture.
While the reader may not sympathize with Fisher, he or she
may better realize that she is
human, and how truly messed
up she is.
"My vision of Joey was
clouded by my intense desire
to be loved, wanted and needed,
and above all, to please," Fisher
writes. "You convince yourself
that your relationship is special and nor like all the others.
... You are willing and even
eager to do anything that is
asked of you as long as it means
he will stay. I prostituted myself, lied to my parents and
frienqs, shot a woman and gave
up what could have been the
best years of my life _:___ all in
the name of 'love.' "
Also included within full-

BID HUT&lllll
PIPPERS
TIMBIJRTIIN

page ads for Nike, Oxy, Levis
and Q-ZAR, among others, is a
report of an Alaskan vacation
with the Red Hot Chili Peppers.
While the article doesn't
disclose any-clandestine or un-

These include "Tim Burton decorates your locker,"
"Ten ways guaranteed to get
you backstage," "90210 Unzipped" and "Grade Juicer, " a
fill-in-the-blank format to easily answer essay questions on
American history or science
or write book reports.
In addition to all this,
there are still plenty more articles and features , more than
in most magazirws. And most
of the feature articles involve
major-name stars . In fact,
Mouth2Mouth is chock-full of
things to read, and most of it
is quite entertaining.
One can only hope that
in the issues that follow the
amount and quality of feature
articles will remain .the same
as in the premiere is, su~.
-Cyn~wa Conlin
Managi.9g Editor

0
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ioned ... "
-"There's no reason why
both sexes can't read the same
magazine," she continues.
Harrington may just be on
to something. Most publications for teens are targeted toward one or the other gender
group, rather than both.
11But is the magazine appealing enough to be picked up
by both sexes?
So far, it seems it is. On
the cover of the first issue is a
photo of a bare-tummied Cindy
Crawford leaning seductively
against the very tall - and very
smiling - Shaquille O'Neal.
The article accompanying the
cover is the transcript of
Crawford interviewing O'Neal,
which is a rather revolutionary I
approach in magazines, since
the interviewer has as much
, ~ame,. if not more, than the
Iinterviewee.
!
O'Neal discloses "The In:1 credible Hulk" as being his farvorite childhood television
show, aside from basketball.
! "My temper was similar to his,"
' he says. '"I used to get mad and
up.''
I' rip stuff
Mouth2Mouth also in1 eludes a second "interview"
between two well-known individuals; this time the two being transcribed are Ministry
frontman Al Jourgenson and
1960s acid czar Timothy Leary.
Neither carries more weight
over the other, and there is no
___ particular topic that they follow; the two just prattle on
about whatever pops into their
heads. Tht. dialogue makes for
interesting reading, however,
even if the reader is well out of
the teenager stage the 'zine targets.
Possibly the most perplexing article is a first-person
account by the "Long Island
Lolita" herself. Amy Fisher.,
1
who writes from her prison cell
about how she fell in love with
Joey Buttafuoco, and why she
made such life-altering mistakes.

i

by AMY flSllR

usual information, it is an
amusing read. Marty Golberg
writes about his adventures
with friends Anthony Kiedis,
Flea and (former drummer)
Cliff Martinez.
After a day hiking and
kayaking an Alaskan fjord, the
four "celebrate with stories
around the campfire and outbursts of intestinal -gas,"
Goldberg writes.
"This may sound childish and immature, but when accentuating one's point in a vast,
picaresque tale of drama and
adventure, the effect of a properly executed pooty blast can
be profoundly moving. The
Chili peppers are all grand masters
of
this
vastly
underappreciated art."
Other articles and features, however, are aimed directly toward high school students.
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AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SO~ING SPECIAL, TOO.

or

There's a Ford Mereury Just Uke You •••
'and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a Graduation Present
to Help Make it Your Own •••
• $400 Cash Back or• a Special Finance Rate*
Personally speaking, what you drive says a lot about
who you are. So why not say you're one of the most exciting,
fun-loving, even sensible people going? In other
words, why not say it with a sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a personal
statement-because the 1994 Ford & Mercury College
Graduate Purchase Program** gives you your choice of
$400 (ash back or a special finance rate* when
you buy a new Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle
and get $400 cash back!

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified applicants pre- ''
approved credit up to $18,000 or the MSRP, whichever is nc.
lower, which could mean no down payment on finance 1 iY
purchases. You may also defer purchase payments for ''.:lg
120 days in most states (excluding Michigan, New Jersey, ~) 1
Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).
So take time out to see your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury
dealer today and ask about the College Graduate
Purchase Program . (It's a terrific way to show the world
just how smart you really are!)

1

"Special Finance rote alternative and Ford Credit programs not available on leases.

""To be eligible. you must graduate with a bachelor's or graduate degree, or be enrolled in graduate school, between l / l /94 and 9/30/94 This program is in
add ition to all other notional customer incentives; except for other Ford private offers, including the Young Buyer Program. You must purchase or lease your
new vehicle between 1/1 / 94 and 9/30/95. Some customer and vehicle restrictions apply. so see your dealer for details.

'::"

Now you can afford to really spread your wings.
We're ValuJet. Abrand-new airline offering ValuFares as low as $39 and daily
nonstop DC-9 jet service between Atlanta and Fort Lauderdale, Tampa, Orlando,Jacksonville
and Louisville. And ValuJet never requires a roundtrip purchase or a Saturday night stay.
On December 9, we'U begin offering nonstop service between Atlanta and
New Orleans, and Atlanta and Memphis.
You can make good connections through Atlanta to most of the cities YaluJet serves.
Seats on all these routes are available, so make your holiday and Spring Break reservations now.
For reservations and information, see your Travel Agent.
)l
Or call YaluJet at 1-800-VALUJET (1-800-825-8538).
DI'
Because for every reason you have for going
somewhere, we have a ValuFare that will get you

THE Crossword
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1 Misses~step
6 Lab animals

10 Long fishes

~
II i

I
Jil u,e•.

I)

14 Michigan's
neighbor

15 Potpourri

thereforless.

16 "-for All
Seasons"

17 Got up
18 Dr. Sagan
19 Descartes
20 Disavowal

0

0

A

22 Dasher or
Bhtzen
24 Boxing losses
26 Guided
27 Surrounds with
troops_
31 Ship letters
32 Helicopter part
33 Peruses
35 Woman's
secret?
38 Soon
39 Montana city
40 Satiate
~1993 Tribune Media Services. Inc
41 Recipe meas.
All R19nts Reserved
42 Entire range
ANSWERS
43 Sweet stuff
5 Gym shoe
44 lad
6 Fabled bird
45 Line of bold
7 Winglike
cliffs
8 Wearies
47 E1ght-s1ded
9 lsolat1on
figure
10 Bed of roses?
51 Monthly
11 Turi<. title
expense
12 Saree wearer
52 Thought
13 Mortimer logically
21 Ship's diary
54 Made points
23 Loch 58 Unht
59 Member of
monster
25 Watery portion
royalty
. ,
of blood
61 Act
27 Na.s ty child
62 It. family
28 lonq periods of
63 Snare
64 lariat
time
65 Relax
29 Road sign
66 Fast planes
30 Inaugurate
34 Fragrant oil of
67 Made a
50 Approaches
42 Kind of dancer
mistake
roses
53 Minced oath
43 Heartfelt
35 Simple green
44 Berry contair1er 55 lion's sound
DOWN
plant
56
Kitchen end
46 "-Miserables"
1 Food fish
36 Stir into action
57 Lock or line
2 Entice
47 Decree
37 "Jane-"
60 Some records:
3 Heavy element
39 Knives on rifles 48 Halt
abbr.
4 Put into place
49 Small pies
40 Buyer

~
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D~~gon Coll\~+
. FINE

CHINESE CUISINE

'

Open
Motlda¥

-Sati.~rday 11:00am -10:00pm

S"nda~ 12:00 - 9:00pm

~ Lunc.li.e.onSpec.ialS 'Daifg Monday Thru Saturday 11 :00 - 3:00

Located at ~a ~ive.Ni~ Palh'\ S1'opping Ce.nte.r
4250 Alafa)'.Q "t' rail, SMite 200
· Oviedo, Fl. 32765

(407) 359-1888
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Seats are hm1ted and mav not be available on all flights Schedules and fares are
subject to change without notice. Fares do nor mclucle 3 Airpon Passenger Fanhn·
Charge, where applicable All fares are non-refundable Restncnons may apph·
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!'The Lion King' reigns among Disney's new films
I New full-length animated feature follows in footsteps of 'Aladdin' and 'Beauty and the Beast'
I

'.

The wild palms lined the
streets of Beverly Hills as the cab
passed through the gold and iron
clad gates of the Regent Beverly
Wilshire.
The buildings rose on either
side of the valet landing as black
swirled marble steps rose to their
entrance.
Walking through the open
glass doors, the twirling staircase
ascended into infinity, its brass rails
gleaming.
From atop my balcony, the
lights of the City of Angels could be
seen in theeveningmistas the moonlight gleamed upon the streets of
West Beverly.
Gepetto had given his wish
and it was received.
The press had arrived for the
Disney '94 Spring Junket.
As I stepped through the gates
ofWaJt Disney Studios in Burbank,
I saw many people scurrying, rushing, riding on bikes; in other words,
they were working. The streets were
· decorated in true Disney fashion,
with symbols of duck and rodentlike icons lining the streets.
I
As we signed in and slipped
through the gigantic dOO(s ofDisney
ISoundstage Three, we beheld a great
Ispectacle.
A gigantic elephant stood to
my left, his trunk trumpeting as he
picked up hay from in between the
assailing group of people attempting to touch him.
Right beside him in a steel
gilded cage, stood a zebra, which
looked unseemingly scared in the
dark environment of the vast stage.
On the far side of the stage a trainer
'sat with a baboon indicative of a
shaman character - sitting, thinking and assimilating the importance
of his situation.
The giraffe stood behind
them, its elongated neck allowing
' its mouth to chew away a majority
of the black satin curtains lining the
walls.
The bleacher seats rested in
1

j

the back, their shadows consumed
by tables of cherry pastries, caramel
sweets and endless bottles of Evian
water.
In front of the bleachers stood
a glass podium and a giant screen
surrounded by projected frames of
Disney newest feature length <-D-i
mated extravaganza, "The Lion
King" (PPPP).
Walt Disney Studios' chairman Jeffrey Katzenberg emerged

gods, Zeus. The music is entrancing, the animation superb and the
magic abound. It was extraordinary.
The cast of voices used in this
film too is quite extraordinary.
Simba is the main character
in the film and the heir mentioned in
the trailer. As a cub he is played by
Jonathan Taylor Thomas, one of the
young children of Tim Allen on
ABC's "Home Improvement." As
the older and more mature Simba,

who returns to his kingdom after a
dreadful tragedy and self-imposed
exile, he is embellished in the voice
of Matthew Broderick.
Simba's father, Mufasa, the
king of all beasts, the Lion King, is
played with undeniable royalty and
valor by James Earl Jones, the voice
of Darth Vader in the "Star Wars"
trilogy.
Scar, the evil lion villain who
is uncle to Simba and brother to

Mufasa, is played with delicious
wit, sarcasm and cruelty by the brilliant Jeremy Irons.
Zazu, an exotic horn bill, who
guards the young Simba as hi_s
watchful conscience and reluctant
babysitter (played by British comedian Rowan Atkinson) and Rafiki,
the mysterious shaman monkey who
delivers Simba from the recesses of
KING, continued on R6

from behind the curtains with hiS • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
gifted group of animators including
directors Roger Allers, who served
as story supervisor for "Aladdin,"
and Robert Minkoff, who directed
D600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando, Fl 32826 • 282-7333
the two Roger Rabbit shorts
"Tummy
Trouble"
and
"Rollercoaster Rabbit," producer
Don Hahn who also produced
"Beauty & The Beast" and Andreas
Private Clubhouse
Deja who, besides being the super• ·B reakfast bars
vising animator for Scar, the villain
25 acres of wooded atmosph«e
2 pools & sauna
in "The Lion King," was also the
Generous closet space
.mii
Complete ·f itness center
Jrl
supervising animator for Jafar in
Window
coverings
Sand
volleyball
court
"Aladdin" and Gaston in "Beauty &
Fully-equipped kitchens.
Lighted tennis court
The Beast." Also present was lyriA •1l• '.l sac
Lighted basketball court • Minutes from UCF
cist Tim Rice who, aside from collaborating with Andrew Lloyd
Laser bus right to school
2 laundry facilities
WebberonEvita,co-wrotethesongs
24-hour emergency maintenance .
for The Lion King with pop star
Directions: From University Blvd ..
Elton John.
OFFICE HOURS:
turn right on Alafaya Trail, on the
The magicians of animation
. M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east), turn
wasted no time and began to unveil
left on Alafaya Trail, on the left.
SUN.12-5
the unbelievable vision known as
"The Lion King."
Becauseoftheextensivepostproduction needed to still complete
the film, only a portion of the scenes
were shown. But how beautiful they
were.
The first animation was the
trailer, which is being shown in theaters. It accompanied •"The Three
Musketeers" in its initial run and
wi 11hopeful1 y be shown extensively
in theaters in the near future. It entails the birth of the male heir to the
Lion King's throne atop a mountain
as all the inhabitants of the kingdom
below bow to him. It is almost a
mythological picture, as if the Greeks
were worshipping their king of the

ARBOUR VILlAGE APARTMENTS
STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BEDDING SALE!
SPECIAL
PRICES
FOR
UCF STUDENTS

MATTRESS SETS

Twin

$49

Full

$55 each
$69 each

•
Queen

each

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE
SAME DAY DELIVERY.

4 pc. Bedroom Set

$199
(Similar to picture)

•Double.Dressers• Mirror• Headboard• Bedframe

.

•
•
•
•
•
•

'/he liDn f(in9' a study in literary metaphDr, style and beauty
I

KING
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continued from R5
his own self-consciousness (played
by Robert Guillaume) serve as
guardians to the integrity of the future king.
Other characters that inhabit
the framework of this film are a
meerkat named Timon ,who looks
like one of the weasels in "Who
Framed Roger Rabbit"; his stout
warthog friend Pumbaa (Timon and
Pumbaa were described as "Abbott
and Costello meet Ren & Stimpy");
a co11ection of rambunctious hyenas; Shenzi, the voice of whom is
Whoopi Goldberg; Banzai, whose
voice is CheechMarin; and Ed, who
just laughs the whole time. The latter three are the dark-seated henchmen of the villain Scar and reminisceritof the "Three Stooges." Also in
the film is Nala, Simba's childhood
playmate and voiced by Moira Kelly
of "Chaplin." Nala will become the
lioness queen when Simba ascends
to the throne of his father Mufasa's
kingdom.
Now that a11 the pertinent
characters have been introduced, I
can proceed with descriptions of the
magnificent scenes.
The first scene occurs when
Scar tells the young Simba in a
sarcastic tone not to enter the elephant graveyard, which is far too
dangerous for a lion cub, knowing
only too well that Simba will defy

him.

ilish plan to eradicate his adversary
and brother Mufasa. The hyenas
laugh at his proposal, but soon Scar's
piercing gaze alters their view. As
the cavern erupts in volcanoes and
gaseous eruption, they delve into
the musical null)ber "Be Prepared,"
aIJd Scar climbs the pillars of his

rainbow skies and pink elephants.
In relation to this scene, suAlthough suitably un-Disney, the
pervising animator Deja enhanced
scene breaks away from the seriousthe creative process by describing
ness of the film and creates a meathe creation of Scar.
sure of abstract depth not found in
From the side of stage
the conventional scenes. It dances
emerged studio chairman
through the viewer's eyes to the
Katzenberg, dragged onto the stage
point of dizzying proportions.
The fourth
by a450-pound
lion
who
scene is undeniably one of the
seemed to go
"wherever he
most beautiful,
pleased."Onan
action-packed,
overhead proheart wrenching
j ec tor Deja
and thrilling
compared
pieces of animation I've ever
sketch drawings of Scar to
seen.
a profile photo
Integrating the computer
of Irons.
technology used
T h e
scowl, slicked
for the magic carpet scene in
back hair and
"Aladdin,"
English mancourtesy/ wan Disney Pictures
Disney's Comnerisms oflrons
couldallbeseen "The Lion King," Disney's 32nd full-length animated feat~re, puter Generated
in the fluid follows a lion cub;s journey into exile after the death of his
Imagery created
movements and father, the king.
a stampeding
herd of wildesly countenance
beests numbering in the thousands.
of the foreboding lion. On a paper purgafory.
canvas Deja began to draw a workThe third scene envisions the A single beast was taken and repliing sketch of Scar from the all-too- playfulness of Simba's childhood cated to create this fascinating vista.
As thousands of wiJdepresent lion and Irons' photo. The as he and Kala sing the song "Just
intensity of the lion's stare at his Can't Wait To Be King" while de- beests gallop over a cliff towards
natural prey, the zebra, across the fying Zazu's commands as their the elephant graveyard, Simba finds
himself in the stomping death of
room was an omen to the Darwinian guardian.
Unexpectedly in a paisley their power.
representation of the fi1m' s soul.
He jumps up onto a branch
The second scene details foray, the young cubs dance through
Scar's chicanery as he forms a dev- psychedelic images of purple trees, and screams for his father. Zazu
races back to find Mufasa who races
to his son's rescue.

self-exiled Simba as he wanders !
endlessly through a melting desert. i
Across the cracked plain he comes !
upon an oasis where he is discov- :
ered by Timon and Pumbaa who
bless him with their "nothing mat- I
ters" philosophy.
It is after this scene that the I
press was treated to a live ensemble
musical numberof"Hakuna Marara·· I
led by the voices of Timon and I
Pumbaa, Nathan Lane and Ernie
Sabella from the Broadway production "Guys and Dolls" and backed I
up by the Disney chorus made up of
Katzenberg and the rest of his animating crew.
The sixth and final scene
embellishes the true archetypal basis of the film as Simba returns
home from his exile as a mature
lion. His "search for the father" culminates as the shaman Rafiki taunts
him with promisesofhis father alive.
He looks into a reflecting pool where
his image becomes his father's. He
looks up to the sky where Mufasa's
patriarchal posture forms in the tumbling viciousness of the thunder- I
clouds.
I
Katzenberg himself portrayed I
the film as a metaphor for "taking I
responsibility," but the symbolism !
behind the story suggests a simile ofl
Shakespeare's ''Hamlet." The film ,
itself shows the evil uncle, Scar.
ousting theKingMufasaasClaudius :
had done to Hamlet's father, the '
King of Denmark. The ghost fonning in the sky above Simba acts as
. the protagonist just as the ghost in
Hamlet fuels his revenge. "The Lion
King" is a study in literary meta- ,
phor, style and enrapturing beauty ..
It is magnificent.
1

1

1

1

•Tim Wassberg
Revelation Writer

This is the first in
a series of articles
covering the 1994
Walt Disney Press
Junket.

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
SOL
281-4438

(

St. Joseph's
Catfio[ic Cliurcli
1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vig.ii Mass: 6 p.m.
Sunday Masses:
8 a.m.,10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.
275-0841
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Mark Chesnutt roasts
the UCF Arena well done
"Shootmewithagun," sang
Timmy Probst in his opening act
for country singer Mark Chesnutt
concert at the UCF Arena Sunday
night.
Someone should have answered his plea.
Probst, an Orlando native,
took the place of Tracy Lawrence.
whose performance was canceled
due to illness.
The crowd started to become restless to see Chesnutt
throughout Probst' s set, which was
longer than most concertgoers expected
The audience members'
boredom eventually gave way to
excitement, however, as sirens,
lightening and flickering lights
marked the entrance of Chesnutt
to the stage.
Chesnutt thrilled listeners
with his opening song "Old-flames
have new names."
The level of energy - and
blood alcohol - of many people
attending was high and did not die
down until the end of the show.
Chesnutt also sang some of
his older material such as "Too
Cold at Home" and "I'll think of
something" as well as new songs,
including his new hit "Almost
Goodbye.''
Chesnutt and his band did
their best to put on a great show,
and that they did.
The band was excellent and
enlivened the crowd just as much

as Chesnutt did, who was encouraging the audience to stand up,
dance, sing and cheer.
The ushers in the arena
asked the audience to sit down,
but Chesnutt overpowered them
and told them all to stand and
enjoy the show.
"If the person next to you is
sitting down, laugh at them," he
said.
The gcal was that everyone
should have fun and get his or her
money 's worth.
Chesnutt and the band members were running to and fro on the
stage, trying to get the crowd into
the swing of the concert.
The lighting technicians also
did a commendable job of setting
the mood for each song. The
atmosphere was almost perfect.
The only things that dampened the spirit were the numerous
empty seats in the arena and some
people who were less than enthusiastic about the concert. Due to
the turnout, it was difficult, at
first, for Chesnutt to get the crowd
revved up for the show.
This changed· afterwards,
however.
This may have had something to do with the fact that Tracy
Lawrence was not .able to perform.
The best word to use to describe Chesn.utt is "charisma." He
interacted with the crowd at every
point during the show. His conge-

· Do IfOii feel all t1lo11e? Like IfOii are the 011l1f 011e
with 'fOllr disease? Are IfOii 011e of those sick
t eople who has t111 i11credi/Jle, 1f/st1tit1/Jle 11rges to
write? 'f011are11ot t1lo11e, t111d "R..evelt1tio11" ct111 help
'fOll to satisf'f those 11rges, To /Jegi11 lfOllr
treat111e11t, stop /J'f the filt"11r6' office i11 the UC6
shoppi11g ce11ter 011 Wed11esdt11f at .5p,111, If IfOii
ct111't get help tit "R..eve/tltio11, n please, get help
somewhere,

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets
Need:
A Will

A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representation in
certain legal areas for qualified UCF ~ludents.
For informatio~ or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Assoc!ation
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Study Abroad at

CURTIN UNIVERSITY
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Countless study choices available
Aus~alian studies, Aboriginal studies and many more
Programs to Asia June/July. Call for a broc~ure.
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1- 800-245 -2575
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We give you the resources.
You bring the resolve ,

.

nial personality easily caused the
crowd to immensely enjoy the concert, as he seemed to be doing.
The fan s showed their appreciation by showering him with flowers, which he accepted from each
person personally, ratherthan allowing them to throw them at him on the
stage.
On the whole, the concert was
·quite impressive, though it was unfortunate that more people could not
have been present to see it. ·

• Manisha Patel and
and Traci Haake
Revelation writers
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The

you put in,
the more .

you go up.
GRE•GMAT•MCAT•LSAT
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST

JOE PESCI • CHRISTIAN SLATER
One thing stands between
Jimmy and stardom.
Reality.
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Lady Knig~ make sbides toward a winning tradition
by JENNY DUNCANSON

Sports Editor

The UCF basketball program has earned
the right to be proud. They ignored the critics
who said they would not amount to much and
surpassed the expectations of their fans.
But this has nothing to do with the men.
This is about a women's team which was
predicted to finish last in the Trans America
Athletic Conference, but proved from the
beginning they didn't belong in the cellar.
This is about Jerry Richardson's Lady
Knights.
The team began the season under heavy
fire from critics and with a need to shed the
label of "celJar dweJJers" they had obtained
last year when the team posted a 4-24 record
under first-year head coach Jerry Richardson.
Richardson's plan this season was to pit
the team against some nationally ranked competition early and hope they would ]earn some
valuable lessons which would help them when
they started conference piay. The Lady Knights
opened the season with nine strong opponents

and only one win.
But when the first three TAACopponents
faced UCF, the team showed they had learned
their lessons and opened the conference on
top. And that wasn't even the best play of the
season. Richardson felt the team continued to
progress.
"Our team developed late in the season,"
said Richardson. "Defensively I thought we
were a better team (at the end)."
The team finished the season 12-15 and in
third place in the TAAC at the end of the
regular season. They were knocked out in the
second round of the conference tournament
by Southeastern Louisiana.
A great deal of success has to be attributed
to sophomore forward Tamika Coley, who
returned after being red-shirted for the 199293 season. Coley led the team in scoring in all
but seven games. And she grabbed the most
boards in all but three. She vied fortheTAAC's
top spot among leading scorers all se~on,
finally taking over the spot at the end and
finishing with the title ..Coley ended the sea.-

son with 528 points, a 19.6 average. She pulled
down 325 rebounds, giving her a 12.0 average.
Richardson is straight to the point when he
talks about his leading scorer.
'Tamika is an exceptional player." Enough
said.
But the team as an entity has been the key to
success for the Knights. Richardson feels one of
his most improved players who contributed at
key times was juniorforwardLaTonyaJohnson.
''I'd say the player who improved the most
was LaTonya Johnson," said Richardson. ''Her
numbers are up and she's learning the game."
Johnson scored 183 points this season.
Two important things happened in the offseason for the team. Richardson has the women
do service projects in the community and
Richardson and his staff tackle the big task of
recruiting. Richardson said selling UCF's programistoughsincetheydon'tyethaveatradition
for winning.
''We have to be very creative in how we go
about attracting players to our team."
Richardson knows exactly what he's look-

ing for in new recruits.
''We need that player that's totally committed to the team. Someone who knows the game.
That type individual that is coachable, that i a
tCC¥TI player."
He is quick to point out that he does have
team players now, but needs more. He needs
quite a few more, judging by the sire ofhis roster
at the end of the seaSon. In both year's of
Richardson's tenure, the sire of the roster has
dwindled during the cotrrse of the season. The
team began this season with a 15-person roster,
but ended with only nine.
Richardson said the strength of next year's
team will be the experience.
'The fact that they've been in the system.
The fact that we do have returning players (win
make us strong)."
Debby Batz and Tricia Duncan will be the
only two senior's lost to graduation.
The Lady Knights rebuffed their critics this
season and earned a great deal of respect along
the way. But, they're not satisfied with gaining
respectability, they want to win it all.

BASKETBALL
frompage16
the bench with great leaping ability
and defensive intensity.
"We're going to miss all of
them. We've got some players who
have got to step into those roles,"
said Speraw.
A deep bench was also a
strength for the Knights as they regularly played 10 players per game.
But the squad also showed weaknesses.
"Even though we got better
defensively we needed to play more
consistently," said Speraw. "We had
lapses in games where we had built
a lead and then let our opponents
back into the game."
Look for the Knights to improve even more next year under
Speraw's tutelage and his emphasis
on defense. But the question is: How
will they replace the interior offense
and defense provided ~y Saxton and
Walker or what will they change?
One possibility is new players. During the off-season the coaching staff will have their work cut out
for them. Playing in the "Big Show"
should help.
"People listen with a little more
interest," said Speraw.
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Some players give a little back to the fans by signing autographs
MARLINS
from page 26

•

there, the players teasing one another and playing tricks on
the new guy. The camaraderie is what makes this ritual so
traveled to the Space Coast to visit the Florida Marlins. I
special. I know that I never came late to a game for fear 9f
saw the Marlins play a two-game series against Baltimore
missing the locker room antics.
and Cincinnati at their new home, Space Coast Stadium. I
Chuck Carr, center fielder, came over and began to
fulfilled a life-long dream by being on the same field with
talk with the fans just like one of the guys. To the player
my heroes, legally at that.
this is killing time, but to a fan this makes the player human
For a young aspiring reporter it meant an opportunity
and not just an image on television. Lo~king up into the
to talk to players I have long admired and listen to the
stands as Cal Ripken gave autographs, I noticed the look
managerial minds explain the game in a distinct baseball
on the faces of the children, knowing one day they would
dialect. It meant seeing a lighter side of players that few get
be the ones on the verge of breaking Lou Gherig's record.
to see and being constantly reminded why baseball is the
For the adults, it was more of a living dream that may have
greatest game on the face of the Earth.
died in high school but continues to live vicariously
I arrived at roughly 9 a.m. and sat down next to the
through these heroes.
dugout and quickly realized I was the only person in the
For those who doubt the class of today's players let
park. Then came the players to take batting practice.
me paint two pictures. One, of Marlins' star Gary Sheffield
Marlins' left fielder Jeff Conine was batting and when he
signing autographs for 45 minutes after the game. The
finished his turn he harassed the next batter by screaming
other of superstar Cal Rip ken · signing autographs for a
. imitations of Chris Farley's ESPN commercials, "get in
solid one and a half hours aft~r the game.
there, son-of-a-bitch".
This is · an era when baseball is on the declin~ in
He. then tackle.Q.Jmpther player and they began to
popularity with today's youth. After observing profeswrestle just like grown-up kids. All season we see the
sional baseball up close for three days, I can't figure out
intensity and we're often deprived of the playfulness that
. why. I was almost afraid going into this trip that I would
goes on in a game, which is after all a kids' game .
find something to make me lose my faith in baseball. I can
Going into the locker room I noticed that, besides
safely say that not only did this not happen, but also I
costing millions of dollars, it was no different than the
quickly remembered every re~son why I ever fell in love
locker room I suited up in as a kid. The atmosphere was
with this game.

BASEBALL
from page 26
the same way about a conference which he describes as
"rough".
"If we continue to take two of three we should do pretty
good in the T AAC. This conference is balanced and will
come down to the final week to decide the winner."

{Swancey/Future)
Florida's catcher, Benito Santiago, must produce for the Marlins to shake their offensive
woes.

Trans America Athletic Conference
Baseball Standings
TAACGames
EAST
FilJ
2-1
UCF
2-1
Stetson
1-2
1-2
C of C
FAU*
*FAU is not eligible until 1995

Regular games
22-11
19-12
25-8
14-12
21-12

WEST
SLU
Centenary
Samford
Mercer
Georgia St.

..iw
::J'I
~

TAACgames

Regular g~PWW

7-2
6-3
6-3
3-6
2-10

16-10
12-13
10-12
13-14
6-21

~ B(q

.qh
. ('.ft

••
•
South Orfando also available SCi.A
~·~
For more info call 823-2191 "
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Granquist consistently wins
on the court for Lady Knights
by SCOTT GINCHEREAU
Staff Writer

"It will be hard but I think we
can
play with the best," said
For the past month, the United
States focused on Norway in the Granquist.
Elisabeth has played tennis
Winter Olympics.
since
she was 12 years old and
Now that the Olympics are
returns
to Norway during the sumover, part of Norway has turned
mer
to
work
on her cardio-vascuits attention to UCF.
lar
fitness
with weights and
Elisabeth Granquist, the numaerobics.
ber two player on UCF's women's
"After going home and worktennis team, left her home in Noring
out without playing tennis, I
way and has taken UCF tennis by
usually
come back more inspired,"
storm.
.
UCF head coach Gail she said.
Her family plays tennis but
Falkenberg describes Elisabeth as
Elisabeth
points out, "They play
"the best and most consistent
on
a
much
lower level."
player on this team."
Before
leaving Norway,
As a freshman Elisabeth was
Elisabeth
reached
the rank of secnamed to the All-Conference team
ond
in
the
under-18
division.
and followed with an undefeated
When
asked
what
her strength
conference record and an overall
was,
she
did
not
reply
the usual
record of 21-3 as a sophomore.
Now a junior Granquist con- answers such as serve, speed, or
tinues to lead the Knights as they backhand.
"I play a very smart game. I
look towa~d~, 1a possible Trans
beat
them mentally."
America At~ic Conference title.
Coach
Falkenberg agrees .
.Currently~l!lisabeth boasts an.
"She
dictates
the action on the
overall recorda.Of 11-3; She has
court.
She
is
a
very
deceptive tenspent the season bouncing around
nis
player.
She
is
not
flashy, but
in the to13rfihr.ee seats.

,,

.......------~'
(Delloog/F•t•r•)-Elisabeth Granquist has posted an 11-3 mark this season. She's one of the primary reasons
the Lady Knights have gotten off to such a strong start.

can play against any type of player
and beat them."
Her intelligence is never in
question. This economics_major
carries a 3.56 grade-point-average and plans to pursue her masters degree in economics as well.
Yet, she is uncertain of h~r

Lack ·of funding doesn't stop
crew teams from winning
byN. VELDEN
Contributiong Writer

No need to worry about modesty on the UCF crew team. Any
member will tell you they are kicking monster butt against monster
teams and walking away with medals.
But the team has every right to
boast. They've been toppling some
impressive opponents: Miami,
Floridw,l<Qlemson, Georgia Tech
and, aschobJ known for rowing and
little else, Florida Institute of Technology. No1ifo1mention, the Knights
have defeated their arch rivals,
Rollins CoHege, which has a 90year-old rowing program.
UCF1s varsity women's
"munchkin" boat (so called because
most of the girls are lightweights,
although they compete in the open
category against much heavier boats)
has been winning constantly and set
a record time for 2000 meters at the
Rollins MetroCup Regatta.
Themunchkin varsity eight performed well again at the Augusta,
Ga. Invitational March 26, taking
second in a 1500 meter race. They
finished nine seconds behind the
winners, Williams University.
The women's lightweight four
snatched a third place medal with a
time of7: I 3.5,just beating Georgia
Tech by two tenths of a second. The .

women's novice four took third in
field of 12 boats, with a time of
7:46.8.
The men's varsity and novice
found themselves rearranged into
one mixed lightweight and one.
mixed heavyweight boat and did
not p1ace high. But the team was not
disappointed with its performance.
"Despite the short amount of
time we have practiced together, we
performed smoothly," said varsity
bowman Ryan Anderson.
The men may keep the new combinations for future races.
But big schools aren't the only
opponents UCFis facing these days.
Money, or the lack of it, seems to be
standing in the way of big succes.s.
The van given to the team five year 3
ago saw its last leg in Georgia.
"If it was a horse, I'd shoot it,"
said novice coach Mary Fox.
The team is now without a van
to haul the boats to the next race,
which is this weekend in Jacksonvi11e. The team members pay for the
cost of travelling themselves, but
are frustrated at not having enough
money to transport the equipment
needed to represent the school. So while the future of the program hangs in limbo, the team continues to practice, hoping someone ·
will come up with the money they
need to keep winning.

Several aerobics classes are available
to students this semester. Check out the
following: high impact, low impact, hi/
low combo, step, dance, aqua, karate
and super jock. Call 823-2408 for more
information.

future.
exciting."
"Maybe I'll know what I want
Exciting it was and so is the
to do when I start on my masters." . future of UCF's women's tennis.
DidElisabethwatchtheOlym- Especially with Elisabeth
Granquist swinging away for the
pies in her home country?
"Some, not much. My family black and gold.
went since it was only two to three
hours away. They said it was very

Recreational Services Summer Schedule
Community softball and volleyball leagues will be offered.
Sign-up deadlines are coming soon! Call 823-2408 for more
information.

•

•
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282-0505
Located across from UCF,
next to the UC6 Theaters-

WE DELIVER!
•Every Monday night, all
you can eat pasta, $4.95

®
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R's crystal ball time again as baseball relums this-week
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I know you're counting down the days
to summer. Oratleasttotheendof school. But
not Tri vial over there. He's been counting the
days until baseball's regular sea~on starts.
You would think since Trivial is such a
big fan of the sport that he would know what
he was talking about. But, as is often the caie,
he does not.
Let's begin with the National League.
I'm sure there are a lot of Braves fans running
around, but Trivial should not try to kiss up to
them by picking Atlanta to win the East. It
only makes him look bad. They have r.o· I
bullpen and they need Ron Gant in their line, up. The Expos are obviously the most talented
team in the division.And they'rereadytostop
being Canada's "other team". The Phillies
have a good foundation and are in a position
to trade themselves into some big deals. Help
wanted: good pitchers.
Everyone needs to stop looking at the
idiots in the front office in Cincinnati and
begin looking at the talent on the field. Their
bats are hot and a boost to the defense will take
them far in the Central. I can understand why
Houston looks good to Trivial. They are one
of the best in a weak division, butthey have no
depth.
Final1y, Trivial gets one division right.
Of course, not that the West is that hard to
pick.
On to the American League (where all
the action is). The East is hot. My Yankees
will finally come clawing back. You can't
keep a good man (or in this case team) down.
(As a Cubs fan, Trivial would know nothing
about this.) They know how to make dynasties. A few good pitchers and they'll be on
their way. Toronto is still going to be good,
but injuries will hurt them early and make it
tough to came back. The Orioles could take
over second if everyone 'has a good season,
but that's a big IF.
The Central will be a· nasty fight, but
everyone good who was looking for a team in
the off-season went to Cleveland, and that's
going to make them dynamite. Chicago will
be right behind, but in the end, they don't have
what it takes to overcome the Indians.
In the weak West. the Mariners clearly
stand out. Trace-isn't too bad with his Texas
pick, they will likely. score plenty of runs this
year. But their defense isn't strong enough to
take first.
As for post season play, Trivial, your
picks will be playing golf long before mine.
Chicago, and obviously you, is too caught up
in this whole Jordan thing to realize a championship game will be going on. You think it
will surprise you that the Yankees will be
victorious'? Well, prepare to be surprised.
Stand and cheer baseball fans, and prepare yourselves for the return of the Yankee
Dynasty. It's coming and no one can stop it.

The UCF Rugby
team plans to kill ;
some Gators this
weekend. The
Knights Will take
On their arch rival,
the University of
Florida, Saturday
on the Intramural
fields. The action
begins at 2 p.m.

National League
East
I) Montreal
2) Philadelphia
3) Atlanta
4) New York
5) Florida
Central
l) Cincinnati
2) Houston
3) St. Louis
4) Chicago
5) Pittsburgh
West
I) San Francisco
2) Los Angeles
3) Colorado
4) San Diego
Division Winners: Montreal, Cincinnati, San Francisco
Wild Card: Los Angeles
American League
E;tst
I) New York
2) Toronto
3) Balt,jmore
4) Boston
5) Detroit
Central
I) Cleveland
2) Chicago
3) Kansas City
4) Milwaukee
5) Minnesota
West
I) Seattle
2) Texas
3) California
4) Oakland
Division Winners: New York,
Cleveland, Seattle
Wild Card: Toronto
World Series: New York Yankees
over the Montreal Expos 4-2

East
t) Atlanta
2) Montreal
3) Philadelphia
4) Florida
5) New York
Central
1) Rous.ton
2) Chicago
3) Cincinnati
4) St. Louis
5) Pittsburgh
West
l) San Francisco
2) Los Angeles
3) Colorado
4) San Diego
Division Winners: Atlanta, Houston,
San Francisco
Wild Card: Chicago
· American League
East
1) Baltimore
2) New York
3) Toronto
4) Boston
5) Detroit
Central
I) Chicago
2). Cleveland
3) Kansas City
4) Minnesota
5) Milwaukee
West
I) Texas
2) Seattle
3) Oakland
4) California
Division Winners: Baltimore,
Chicago, Texas
Wild Card: Seattle
World Series: Atlanta Braves over
the Chicagc "N'~ite Sox 4-3

1994 has finally arrived. Baseball season
begins Sunday and all is once again right with the
world. America's Favorite Pastime has been
altered (new divisions, wildcard teams) but I'm
still looking forward to opening day. The Cubs
have a chance of winning it all and hope springs
eternal for every team's fans.
Who's got the best pitching? Which team
has the bats to go all the way?Theseanswers and
more in the second annual Official Word preseason baseball column. Sure wish Ms.
Duncanson would have shown up for the event.
Yeah, her picks are to the left, but they' re again
off base. Play along at home if you'd like.
In the National League, injuries to some
offensive stars and the departure of Otis Nixon
won't derail the Braves in the East. Bravo pitching will keepthetomahawkchopand thatannoying chant in the highlights all season long. Ms.
Duncanson hates the Braves, so I'm not surprised by her pick. She'll come ar:ound. By the
way Offsides woman, I'm not 'sucking up to
Atlanta fans. I've just seen the ligHt as my friend
and Bravo enthusiast Tommy ,Stewart would
say. As for th!! rest of the division: pitching is
Montreal's weak link. The Phillies were a fluke
last year. They should be lucky 111~ anemic
Marlins and pathetic Mets are in this division.
Baseball's mostcompetitivedivision will
go down to the wire. Houston's got the best
pitching on paper and should win. The Cubs bats
will carry average starting pitching, leading the
Cubbies to baseball history: the NL's trrst
wildcard team. The rest will fight to avoid the NL
Central cellar. Hey Duncanson, the Cub'.> in
fourth? Are you still on spring break?
Out west San Francisco in a runaway, by
at least 10 games. The Dodgers don't have the
arms to match up with the Giants' pitching.
Wow, Offsides and I agree. See, I told you she'd
get it.
In the American League, look for the
birds of Baltimore to fly high in this very competitive division. I'd like to trash the Yankees,
but they have good pitching.
In the AL Central or as ESPN' s Chris
Bermanmightsay ALNorris,theChiSoxarethe
team to beat. They've got Jack McDowell and
Mikey's in the minors. You think he'll earn a late
seasoncall-up?TheTribedoesn'thavethearms,
but should knock the ball out of1tteir new park
early and often.
You could flip flop Seattle and Texas in
baseball's weakest division. I'll go with the
Rangers because of Jose Canseco and Will
Clark. Look for monster years from these two.
Nothing's holding the Braves back this
year. They'll edge the Chisox in a tough seven
game series. Once all of this comes trued :ud the
Phillies near the basement last yc-:ar) Ms.
Duncanson will just have to conca--:c ·_lefeat.
Think you can do it Offsides woman?
Until next week, remember, the sports
beat goes on.

Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with.
I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided the people
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatments and
co111fo1table care for over eight years. And rd like you
to experience my personalized care, too. So please

accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only
524, an $89 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only for L.C.F. Students with Valid I.D.

George Yarko, D.D.S.
Ccrtified: Oem:1l Implant Pro~thetirs
Memher: Arnerk~m Oent:tl ,VS<x.iation.
A{~ldc.>111~ of Geneml Dentistry. Academy for
:pons DentL,11), Florida Dental Association.
Grt"Jtt:'r Orlando Den!:ll So<.iet}
Team Denlbt: Unl•enlty oCCcntraJFlorlda'

$24 complete dental exam and co·nsultation
(an $89 value) ·includes:
Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or
crowns• Check gums for disease• Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get
treatment recommendations
Call today, because this offer ends ,1 50 9 11

East Orlando Dental
17780 E. Colonial Drive. Orlando. FL 32817
(Corner of H~y. 50 and Alafaya Tr.)

Call 282-2101

ll .b our oflkc'_ policy 1ha1 !he· r~ni.en~ ~ml 'Ill) other pc·~>n n.-,,po:1~ihle ll_•r p;•)~rn.~_m h:" 1he riR~ll m rduse 10 (1'1y. Glnt·d p:1yment. or Ill' rl'imhurS<.-<l for paym\.~ll tt•r any c>lllL'r -...n K« . ..,.1111 1ru1 1on. ur ir,-. 11111,. 111 "hidt ;,
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Golden Knights take two of three in first TAAC series
Strong pitching by lefthanders Mike Halperin and Jay Veniard help Knights·down Cougars
by .JASON SWANCEY
Staff Writer

nated hitter Adam Johnson led the way going 2-4; other
members of the two hit club were Frank Fucile and Alex
Morales.
The continued success in the stolen bases department
came as a surpdse to no-one. The Knights swiped bases by
four different players, proving team speed is not a problem.
"We're not a team that's going to knock the .ball out of
the park~ so_we have to use our speed to produce runs and
beat teams that way," UCF head coach Jay Bergman said.
UCF fell in the second game 6-2. The Knights failed to
get anything going on either side. rian Scutero and Steve
Golden combined to give up six earned runs in a lackluster
performance. The bats went dormant as the Knights 'managed a meager two runs on five hits~
Resilience is a characteristic of a winning team. The

The UCF baseball team completed their first Trans
America Athletic Conference series of the year this past
weekend, playing host to the Cougars from the College of
Charleston. The Knights however failed to play the role of
gracious host, taking the series two games to one. UCF
improved its re<mrd to 19-12 overaII, and 2-1 in the TAAC.
The Knights took the first game behind a brilliant
pitching performance from their ace, lefthander Mike
Halperin. Halperin (4-4) pitched a complete game giving
up a mere six hits, while striking out eight and walking two
in UCF's 7-3 win. The surprise in this game was the hitting.
A UCF team that has had its share of offensive woes this
season broke out for seven runs in the first game. Desig-

Knights definitely showed that, bouncing right back to
take the final game 3-0 and the series. The Knights were
once again led by a lefty on the hill, this time Jay Veniard.
Veniard improved to 5-0 on the season by allowing only
five hits and no runs. Offensively the Knights had only six
hits and scored all three runs in the first inning.
The College of Charleston was tough last year, going
9-9 in TAAC play. This is also a team that returned seven
of eight position players this season. This was a good early
season measuring stick for a young Knights team.
"This is a tough team, but it seems like this year more
than in the past there is parody in our conference," said
UCF second baseman Eric Golden. Coach Bergman feels
See BASEBALL, page 23

NCAA appearance surprises fans, but Knights
are already looking to build.on their success
I

by TONY HUTCHESON
Staff Writer

-

(Delloog/ Fufun)

Eddie Foster in one of four graduating
seniors on the men's team.

"Before the season started, if you had
put in an envelope that we would win over
20 games and win the TAAC [Trans
America Athletic. Conference] championship by the end of the season, who would
have thought...we are very happy at what
we accomplished."
These are the words . of UCF head
basketball coach Kirk Speraw on a season
that .exceeded outsiders' expectations, if
not the teams'.
"They had goals at the start of the
year and as· they won games early in the
season and had more success they gained
more confidence," Speraw said of the players. "That helped us win close games."
The Knights' finished the season 21- 9, thdr first ever winning record since
entering Division I in 1984. They also won
the TAAC tournament earning an auto-

ma:tic bid to the "Big Dance" where, as the
16th seed, they faced# i seed Purdue in the
first round. They lost to "Big Dog" Glenn
Robinson and company by 31 points but
still h~d a ste11ar season.
Leading the way for UCF were forwards Victor Saxton and Ochiel Swaby.
· Swaby, ajunior, led the team in scoring, averaging 18.3 points per game. On a
number of occasions he was the "go· to"
guy, hfrting game winning shots. His efforts earned him first team all-conference
honors and the Newcomer of the Year
award. He was also named T AAC player of
the week twice.
"[Swaby] played awfully well for us.
He is very versatile but I think he knows
that if he works hard in the off-season he
can become much better," said Speraw.
This was evident in his subpar performances in both the T AAC and NCAA
tourneys. In his last three games he could
only manage 33 points.

The most consistent player on the
team was Saxton. He scored in double
figures in 26 of the 30 games played at a
pace of 15.3 points per contest. He also
garnered player-of the week recognition.
Saxton had strong showings in the
post-season, being voted Most Valuable
Player for the T AAC conference tournament and Chevrolet Player of the Game for
UCF in the first round of "March Madness."
Saxton, however, is among four seniors who won't be returning. The others
are James Walker, SinuaPhillips and Eddie
Foster.
Walker was the heart of the team
providing great interior defense and rebounding at the center position. Phillips, in
his fourth year at UCF, shared minutes at
point guard and set the school record for
career assists at 531. And Foster came off
See BASKETBALL, f.!age 22
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Baseball memories
that will last a lletime

Match
l]:':·:'.'.U.Q.f:!i·w~~::·ttili:·:s¢ffifo~]~''fri\;ftaiional in Tallahassee!
l'.·;,.: ;14.i.ing,:;~~!::Fi§riffu:~ja,!e:My_ji_ve stroke~;. Robert
~:·; ,~:=R,imf:g~:i:i!~::~~~::1£tL~pi~~f,[Jdr UCF w~th 213.

~l~fm~~1h~~!~~~21~~i Nilbrink and Trey Sones
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JASON SWANCEY
From the Field
Spring Training.To different people it means different things. To adult baseball fans it means skipping work
and enjoying a mildly sedate day at the park with America's
Pastime. To the youth of America it means meeting your
·heroes if just to teII them they're the greatest. To an eager
young baseball fan it can mean an autographed ball that will
find its way from generation to generation along with the
story, "I'll never f~rget the day I met..."
It also means developing the crucial relationship
between fan and player, taking it beyond the stages of mere
celebrant and into the stage of friends.
for the players it means getting in shape and beginning to prepare both mentally and physically for the rigors
of a 162 game season. It also means a looser atmosphere
where the player can have fun sharing a part of themselves
with the fans.
Being a member of the media has its distinct advantages. One such advantage occurred last week when I
See MARLINS, page 23
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Baseba11

TODAY
@ Florida 7 p.m.

THURSDAY
Women's Tennis @ Stetson 2 p.m.

!l~~'t~~~~iffiili~ Ma~dt 23
·: Jbe_!n_ertJo.ok eyefy.$atch in strajght sets.
}=': MEN:is

GOLR.@ =soullieistern Invitational @

;~!«el1Jij~~~~i~!!~7in afield of 18
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:/''t~~~'."Ro1!eifDan}mn·waithe
high finisher for the
Women's Golf@ Florida Intercollegiate Tournament @
,
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Miami
(thru Sun.)
· RUG:flY @ Florida All·S.tar Weekend @ St.
Baseball @ Florida International 7 p.m.
. Au~tint,_ l\:farch 26
: .·. Ej ght UCF players were selected to play on the
SATURDAY
· .· Florida AU-Star team~ whkh won the Southeast
Men's and Women's Track@ Miami Gatorade@ U. 0
tourni.lfilent:for the first time ever Saturday. The
Miami
t~1frwiU advance to the Eastern Champion.ships in
Baseball @ Florida International 1 p.m. (DH)
May,
.
Rugby vs. University of Florida 2 p.m.
•

SUNDAY
Women's Tennis vs. Florida Atlantic 10 a.m.
TUESDAY
Women's Tennis vs. Rollins l p.m.
Baseba11 vs. South Flodda 7 p.m.
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.MEWS TENNIS·vs. Brown, March 26
FinaJ::·ucF 6, Brown l
Th.e men's record is now 17-3. Currently. second
seat Jesperr Kjoraas boasts the best individual
record, 12-3. First seat Christian Carlstrom has been
dominating in ms top position with a record of I J-2.

,

Jn ~earch ·oi f'rank Xappa
lf firsl-persan accaunl by Karesh 1Janiel l/Iansan

.

Some friends of mine and I
got together last week to summon
Frank Zappa. By the time we had
made the circle of white candles in
the sand at New Smyrna Beach, the
stars had been twinkling for hours.
We were all dressed in darkcolored robes. I had snatched mine
from my roommate Harvy's closet.
It had a faint odor like Taco Bell
burritos.
I overcame the odor of
Harvy's terry-cloth, dark brown
robe, and closed my eyes with the
rest of the group as we played
Zappa's Joe's Garage. We all held
hands and concentrated.
We waited. And waited.
Nothing.
Just when my friend Jeff
decided to break the circle and let go
of my left hand, a strange force
came over me, making me sit up
straight and the base of my spine
shiver. The grasp between Kenny's
hand and my right hand was forcibly broken, as if by a gust of wind.
I looked at my friends, and their
grasps were all broken, also. Ilooked
down at the candles to see ~treams
of smoke rising from where the wind
had blown out the flames.
We each sat still and wideeyed. Had our hero heard us? Was
Frank Zappa actually near?
We waited and waited, calling for Zappa about a half hour.
Nothing happened.
So we decided to start toward
the car.
As we walked into the parking lot, we saw a faintly-glowing image in the distance. It appeared
to be moving.
As we
got

•

•

closer 1he image really came into
focus.
River Phoenix was sitting on
the hood of Kenny's car.
I rubbed my eyes to make
sure I wasn't seeing things.
"Hey, who are you?" he asked.
We just stood and stared.
Kenny, who had earlier told me,
"This isn't going to work," was all
jittery.
Marcus was the first one who
spoke, "Hi, uh, Mr. Phoenix. I'm
Marcus. Pleased to meet you."
River looked kinda creepy,
skin all pale and his bangs hanging
over his eyes. "Why did you call
me?"
Jeff started, "We were really
trying to summon Fra-"
"WE LOVE your movies," I
said, cutting Brian off. I didn't want
River to think we didn't want hlm
there.
"Yeah, well, I've got of busfness to take care of, so could you all
just give me a ride?" the ghostly
figure said. •
I told him that we could, of
course. (You just don't say no to
River Phoenix).
Kenny asked River where he
needed to go.
"I need to get to this real
happening club in West
Hollywood," he answered. "I've
got a real
h

date with Samantha Mathis."
This was all getting too weird.
We only had about a quarter
tank of gas left and none of us had
any money, so we finally broke
down and asked the glowing movie
star for a couple bucks for gas.
River suddenly looked agitated. He began to get defensive,
"You guys just want my money,
don't you?"
Kenny said, "No, it's just that
we don't have any money or any gas
in the tank. Besides, man, that's a
long drive- all the way to the other
coast. Maybe you should catch a
plane." ·
"What other coast? Where are
we anyway?" River said.
"We're in, uh, Florida, dude,"
Jeff said.
Riverlookedreallyperplexed.
His forehead got all scrunched up,
and he just sat there, looking constipated.
"URRRGGGG!" Hemade
a really loud grunt, and
doubled over at his

This was more than weird. This was
scary.
Then there was a crack of
thunder, and it stary.ed to rain really
·
hard.
I looked down for a moment
when I raised my wind breaker over
my head to shield myself from the
rain, and when I looked at the car
again, River was gone.
"Where'd he go, · man?"
Marcus yelled over the sound of the
rain, water streaming down his face.
"Hurry, let's getintothecar,"
I shouted.
We all climbed into Kenny's
'82 Cadillac. No one said a word for
at least 15 minutes.
Kenny broke the
Jenee. "Let's try to summon
Michael
Landon next
time,

0 t

Michael Jackson sings with dancers in the Walt Disney World production "Captain EO,"

Madonna lives up to name Jackson a'really weird dude'

c

.,

-

"I have turned over a new
leaf ... I now believe I have found
mytruecalling,"saidMadonnayesterday in a press conference in. The
former boy toy has changed her
image and is trying to act more 'like
a virgin.' Madonna became a member of the Sisters of Chastity convent in New York last week.
Asked why she decided to
make the change, Madonna said
that she "could not stand living in
sin any longer."
Her new sisters at the convent truly believe that the Material
Girl has indeed made a change.
..She now realizes the error of her
way and she is living her life for
God," said Sister Mary Catherine,
one of Madonna's fell ow nuns.
The only problem Madonna
i having with life in the convent is
that "The food isn't very good and

I have to get used to wearing the
habit, but otherwise I'm fitting in
quite well."
• Ardnas Trahnreb
Spleen brassiere bureau

Madonna in her new habit

Beavis, of MTV' s "Beavis
andButthead," recently admitted to
beinginvited to the Jackson family
house by world-famed Michael
Jackson, publicists for the show
said Monday.
Jackson refused to comment
on the situation.
No charges have been made.
From his home in California,
Beavis said, "Man, Michael is like,
uh, a really weird dude, heh-heh. I
thought he was cool until he took
me into that room, heh-heh."
"He had like, these real weird
magazines, heh-heh, yeah, and they
had like all these naked kids in 'em.
One of em had a real hairy butt.
Heh-heh, heh-heh. That was cool.
Jackson is undergoing investigations forthe molestation ofother
minors.
Beavis was unclear as to what

exactly went on in the room.
"Michael like, uh, had on these tight
pants, and like, heh-heh, he kept
touching himself."
Butthead, Beavis' co-host,
was ill when Beavis allegedly visited theNeverlandRanch,Jackson' s
home.
"Huh-huh, yeah, Beavis was,
like, real stupid to go there," he said.
''Michael Jackson sucks."
"Heh-heh, he really does,"
added Beavis.
"Huh-huh, that's gross,
Beavis. Huh-huh, huh-huh."
"Yeah, he sucks, heh-heh."
Beavis said he would never
return to Jackson's home.
An investigation into the incident will begin Monday. No
charges have been pressed yet.
•EvadReuab
Spleen Los Angeles Bureau
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Knights back in the Big Dance, Baby
by JASON PANSY
STAFF FOOL

In a crazy turn of events we have just
been notified the UCF basketball team is
allowed back in the NCAA tournament.
This news came to The Futur~ office just
minutes before our deadline late Monday
evenin$.

Apparently Purdue is being forced to
forfeit all their victories because of an
academocally ineligible player.
Boilermaker star forward Glenn
Robinson skipped too many classes and
has been declared ineligible. But the actual
infraction occurred in late April therefore
making him unavailable for the · tournament. There is an investigation underway

b/tbe NCAA Rules Violation Committee.
"I don't understand how this could happen. I mean, I went to classes every once in
a while. My coach said he'd take care of it.
I just don't understand," Robinson told
authorities.
Since Robinson scored 31 points and
UCF lost by 31 points then technically the
game was a tie. So, the Golden Knights_are

allowed to resume play in the Final Four.
Actually it's now the Final Five. UCF
will be playing Florida since no one can
figure out how the Gators got into the Final
Five anyways.
"It caught us by surprise," said UCF
head coach Kirk Speraw. "I know we can
take Florida- I know all their plays. I used
to coach there, remember."

..
•

Ten Trivial Tidbits on why UCF head football coach Gene McDowell
was fired
10) Volleyball coach Laura Smith would make a tougher football coach
8) UCF doesn't have a big enough sponge to absorb all his past mistakes
5) An assistant said "Run and Shoot" and he did

7) Second guessed Kirk Speraw's strategy in the Purdue game (thought Darin

Hinshaw should have started the second halt)
6) Dedicated the last regular season game of 1993 to Steve Altman

9) Caught talking bad about President Hitt behind his back
2) Accidently called the school Florida Tech Citronauts
4) Told recruits football practice was the only class· they needed for a degree
1) Tried to charge reporters money for watching spring practice
3) Pissed the cheerleaders got more coverage on ESPN than he did
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Mell's Basketball vs. Orlando Magic 3 a.m.
Women's Swim Team vs. the Sharks 2 p.m.

Baseball

@

TODAY
Chicago Cubs 5 p.m. California Time
FootbalJ

TOMORROW
Men's soccer vs. Irish Republican Army 4 p.m. (out in the
swamp next to the Arena)
Budweiser

,

•
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TUESDAY
Bud Lite
Chess team vs. FSU 10:34 p.m.
June 31
Rugby vs. the Swedish Bikini Team high noon

WEAK REVUE

BASEBALL vs. New York Mets, March 26

WOMEN'S TENNIS vs. Eastern Illinois, March 25
Final: 9-0
They won handily, even with a failed two-point conversion.

Final: UCFl 7-0
Knights' batters shelled Mets' ace Dwight Gooden for
10 runs on 14 hits in ~he first inning. Every starter
scored, including pinch hitting head coa-h Jay
Bergman.

MEN'S GOLF vs. U. of Florida Putt Putt @ Let's
Putt America
UCF' s Robert Damron sunk the winning putt on the
final hole. a bouncer off the windmill right into the cup.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING vs. Rollins, March 27
Meet suspended because the Rec Services lights would
not go on and because the pool was just too damn cold.
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